
Introduction 

The research is about 'Poverty' and 'Non-Governmental Organizations' (NGOs) 

in a particular district of. West Bengal. Now the question is, what do these two 

terms denote and how do we relate these two terms in our thesis. 'Poverty' 

is a term, which perhaps has more than thousand of definitions and there is 

hardly ariy scholar who is ready to agree with others in the field. Normally 

when a person is unable to fulfil even his basic necessities in life, he is 

regarded as a .poor person. The next problem that obviously arises after this 

question is what are the 'basic necessities of life'? On these we also cannot 

satisfy all. It is only because there is no single universal understanding 

regarding what the basic necessities of life are. 

Similarly there is also a problem regarding figures on poverty or the 

number of poor people in the country. Scholars use different types of 

-methods to collect data on poverty. Because of that reason and for some 

other reasons, the figures on the rate of poverty differ. All of them try to 

justify that their procedure is the most accurate. So, we consider that it is 

better to put all the available data on poverty and drop a line on the source 

of poverty. In case of India, various figures are shown during the time of 

depicting her poverty ratio. We in our thesis have mentioned the sources of 

this data be it official or individual; 

Regarding poverty scenario in India and West Bengal, there is no 

place for satisfaction after looking 'at the figures. In case of India, a trend has 

been noticed and that is poverty is declining1 since independence but the rate 

1 In 1960-61, India had a poverty ratio of 44 per cent (Ojha; 1970; 40) where as in 
the year 1987-88 this ratio reduced to 42.7 per cent (Minhas, Jain, Tendulkar; 1991; 
1681). Finally, according to 61st round NSSO survey, the -poverty ratio was able to 
drop in 27.8 · per cent in the year 2004-05. (Aiok Mukherjee; 
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2007/03/05/stories/2007030502870100.htm) 
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of this decline is not a satisfactory one. 2 If this trend continues, we will~have 

to wait for a long time to declare India as poverty free nation. 

· Since this is the situation for the whole of the country, it is not very 

tough to assume the situation of West Bengal~ a state within the territory of 

India. West Bengal has the same kind of trend like India in case of decline in 

poverty. But, here we again like to mention the fact that the rate of decline 

is not a satisfactory one.3 In case of Coochbehar4
, the district under study it is 

reported that poverty ratio is too high (51.8 per cent households) in this 

district than the state average of . 34 per cent households (Anandabazar 

Patrika and hereafter ABP, Oct. 13, 2007). In the thesis we look at why the 

rate of poverty is so high: in this district. And. we· also try· to know whether-. 

any kind of changes have taken place- after the inclusion· of· 'Non

Governmental Organizations (NGOs)' in. the implementation of poverty 

· alleviation schemes. On the basis of these two surveys we tell the story- of 

success and failure of the NGOs in the district. 

During our survey, we found that landlessness is one of. the main 

reasons behind rural poverty in the district. Out of 462 surveyed individuals· 

those who had formed 'Self-Help Groups' (SHGs). we found 46.75 per,; cent 

were landless. The rural common folk told us tt:Jat:there are certain problems 

which they face in agriculture that affects agricultural' productivity. These are; 

lack of irrigation facility, distribution of poor, quality seeds among the· Farmers. 

and shortage of fertilizers. in the market. Apart from. these· factors· there are· 

certain other factors that are also considered as hindrances to productivity. 

To one 'high ranking official in the agricultural :department ·low fertility, of the: 

soil, low intensity of the soil, shorter .duration of sunlight and leaching of soil 

2 As per 61 st round survey of the-.NSSO (2004-05)1 India had a 27.8 per cent (using· 
the uniform recall period) BPL population. The-figure will change to,26.1-per cent BPL 
population for the same year ifthe mixed recall period-was-adopted· (Aiok Mukherjee; 
http:/ /www.the hindubusinessline.com/2007 /03/05/stories/20070502870100.htm). 
3 According to a Planning Commission:report, ·in the-year 1999-2000; there: was 31.85 
per cent population who lived below the poverty line in:West Bengal (WBHDR; 2004; 
4). 
4 Also spelt as Cooch Behar and Kuch Bihar. 
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nutrient beca_use of heavy rainfall are .also. responsible' for poor productivity in 

agriculture in the distriQ:. We found from our sui'Vey that landlessness:as well 

as poor productivity· is one of the major problems that, contribute· to · rural 

poverty in" the district. 

Just like 'poverty', there is no universal definition · of 'Non

Governmental Organization' in academic literature. A section of people think 

that any organisation that is formed outside the government grip can be 

considered-as an NGO (Mencher; 1999; 2081-2086). Some others: think that 

NGOs are not always formed outside the hold of the government. Sometimes 

it is seen that the government is behind the setting up of the NGOs (Ovasdi; 

2006;· 3l): Similarly·there:.is: also a debate on the-nature of the NGOs. For 

example, we:.can say that the:common belief is that NGOs are those·types of 

organizations: which: either in governmental projects or apart from' the 

governmental· projects try to· perform developmental functions. But·· at the 

same time there· are a -large number of persons present in this world ·who 

would like to believe that these organizations: have a hidden agenda to outlaw 

the existing government of the country. So, they brand these organizations 

as 'anti-government' (Brett; 1995; 96). 

The concept .oft 'Non-Governmental Organizations' (NGOs): is not so old 

a concept.: in .India. But, the concept is not a new one ill terms of its notion 

worldwide: A surge'is noticed throughout the worldiin·the NGO sector in the 

past 20-30 years. 'UNDP~= Human Development Report 2002~ says that the 

name·. of the world's ·first NGO ·is. 'Anti-Slavery_ Society'. It was established il1 · 

. 1839 in:the.United States of America .. But,·till'1874 there were only 32-NGOs 

(UNDP Human Development Report; 2002;· 102). It is surprising. enough· that 

the NGOs increased by 3416.44 per cent during the period between 1914 and 

2000. 

This boom is also noticed· in India. According to a report, in the year 

2002, there were 1.2 million NGOs in India. An interesting thing is noticed in 
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this report that in case· of India' the :percenta'ges of rura·l based NGOs is 53 

per cent and ~the ·percentage of urban based NGOs is.A7-per cenfi .. Hence 

there is:only a six percent difference indts·spread'·in rural and~urban India 

(Kundu; 2005; 116); 

The Indian Government in a particular phase of the developmental 

process6 decided to include the ·NGOs. The main reason behind this was to 

reach the grassroots level population which was not possible for the 

government to reach because of lack of infrastructure' and manpower; So, 

'Non-Governmental. Organizations' were asked to assist the government in 

development activities by implementing poverty related projects. 

It is because of the importance that has been given; to the NGOs in 

the poverty alleviation projects we selected this topic for our research .. It is 

well known that tbe Government of India (GOI);adopted poverty eradication 

projects.long before calling the NGOs in this sector. So,.what was the reason 

for involving the NGOs after so many years of independence? It means that 

there was an important gap that was .noticed by the GOI between the project 

they formulated and the way it was executed~; What is more we can. also· 

assume that the Government realized that NGOs were:: efficient hence :they. 

were called on by the·GOI for development. .So, we took,to evaluating the 

performances of Governmental Organizations (GOs) and 'NGOs in· poverty 

eradication programmes: And we·also.want to make a~comparison-:between· 

their activities;• And regarding the:. question, why it is Cooch~har district?.The 

following may-'be stated. 

The main reasons behind< selecting Coochbe,har ·district:· as our 

research. area is because of the following:'. 

5 Kundu also adds that approximately 6 lakh NGOs·(49.6~per cent of the total NGOs) 
were not registered during that time,(Kundu; 2005;: 116) ... 

. 6 During the time of7th Five Year. Plan (1985-198.9) the NGos::_were assigned the role 
of advocaCy of different governmental schemes. to act upon::as a link between the 
Govt. machinery and the common people 
(http://mohfw.nic.in/ Annuai%20Report%20200 1-02%20.pdf/Part%20-II-8.pdf). 
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i) It has:-a v~ry~ high concentration of S<;:heduled:easteopopulatibn. It is 

so·.t~ per. cent as R.er 200H census;.:(Sen; 2001; 7);-. And -tbis is the 

higtiest-amongJbe 593 districts in India (Chakraborty,; 2006). 

ii) The~ percentage of BPL pop~lation (in household} is quite higher· in 

this district. It is sr.B' per cent when compared to West Bengal's 34 

per cent (ABP, Oct. 13, 2007) 

iii) It has a long history of Community Based Organizations (CBOs) as 

well as CBOs, which later turned into NGOs.7 

. . . 
While analyzing the role of NGOs that are operating in Coochbehar we 

especially' emphasized on programmes like 'Swarnajayanti :Gram SwanDjgar 

Yojana' (SGSY); 'Total Sanitation; Campaign'--(fSC), forming and nursing of 

SHGs: under NABARD; various~ training programme- that are: run in 

collaqoration with the NABARD:.etc:. It is done keeping in mind· the-fact that 

GO-NGO relationships are ~est understood' through these-programmes. 

The. Questions5 

In this. research we tried to unqer-stand and: answer:. the following 

quest_iof1s_: .-

1. WhaJ is the· nature and ·extent of' poverty in India? Why is the 

rate· of poverty so.: high' in the district of Coochb~har in 

comparison to Some other: districts of West Bengal? 

2. What are NGOs? How did!;they· flourish and' how: have they 

become importa_nt in-the process ofideyelopment? 

-
7 As: Coochbehar was a- princely state~ till Jan 26, 1950; it was noticed that a number: 
of CBOs_ have- more than 50 years old• history and some of them even were 
patronized -by the 'Maharajas'';('Kings1' of Coochbehar; Some of the 50 years old 
CBOs are 'MJN Club', 'Coochbehar Club', 'Unknown- Club', 'Puratan Post Office Para 
Club', 'Dakkshin Khagrabari Club' etc. 
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3. What role has been assigned to NGOs: in era'dicatinQ: rural 

poverty in Coochbehar district? · 

4~ What problems do the NGOs confront while performing their 

assigned funCtions? 

5. What kind of relationship exists between the Government 

Organizations and NGOs that are implementing poverty 

alleviation projects? 

The research questions' are linked to the subject arid area .of our 

research. While devising, the research questions we· hav~ tr;ied: to· 

maintain· a chronology. In fact. we have. tried tq maintain· a sequence:: 

As the poverty: of Coochbehar is the focal idea-. of our?re·search~ sdtin· 

the first chapter we start rightly with a: discussion ofpoverty: in genera I.

Then gradually we ·shift to the nature and· ratio of Indian poverty;. 

poverty in West Bengal and then· poverty in the .district' of Coochbehar. 

The second chapter takes up the second: research question. Here we: 

discuss the defi'nition, categories and functions of.the NGOs;·in generaL; 

We do this because our- purpose is to IQok at the: rQie which the'.NGOs~· 

play in Coochbehar district, hence for us!it is better..· to .. acquire .. some:• 

knowledge on NGOs in; general and look at how NGO~t work at' the;: 

Indian conditions. So;~ emphasis was given from thel~very ... beginr.ting¥to;. 

write down- something-~ on NGOs after going~- thrO:ugfl the av.aila~le: 

literature. 

We have tried to lbok at the role of the NGOs~in·. Coqchbehar district: 

that fight against rural povertY. This is the third questiom-that we answer. We: 

conducted a survey to understand the activities' of the· NGOs in rurat 

Coochbehar. The fourth .. question is related to the socio-~onomic·condition:of 

the rural population, in Coochbehar. This is related to the· first question. It is 

in fact a supplementary question. We look at this question on the basis of a 
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survey from where we came to:know the;ground level reality on the socio

economic condition in the rural.' Coochbehar. The intention was to find out the 

gap that exists if any between government sources and reality. The fifth 

. question is to discover thee problems that are faced· by the NGOs during the 

time of performing their functions. 

Through the final question we tried to know the GO-NGO relationship 

that exists. at the grassroots level. This we try to know since the NGOs that. 

operate at the rural level in our society have to keep contact and rely on the, 

members of the 'three .tier panchayati raj system' and government officials 

[like Block; Development Officer (BDO) or joint BDO]. If the NGOs are 

engaged ·in the implementation. of programmes like 'SGSY' or 'TSC' then it is 

almost a necessity to keep in touch with members and officials. 

The Method 

It is assumed that the research should be methodical and must be done with 

established research methoas. While conducting the research we have kept in 

mind that a research is a systematic study of·one's chosen, subject for; arriving 

at both new· and valid conclusions. We· also- kept in mind that during the: time 

of research ·one has. to follow a method, or logic of investigatio~·: so?; that· 

research becomes scientific. Research'is generally of several kinds. The~~are; 

a) Basic arid~ applied;. b) Descriptive and analytical,; c)· Empi_rical.: and 

exploratory;~ d) Quantitative qnd qualitative, e) Explqnatbry (causal)i and 

longitudinal~ f) Experimental and evaluative, and . gJ E?articipatory action 

research. 

Considering the different types. of re~arch we call ·our research as an 
applied . r~earch. A fundamental research . is always: concerned: with . 

fundamental rules, principles or laws and wants to achieve knowledge~ for its 

own interest. But, the aim of applied research is to sort out the ways of 
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applying them to social problel)ls:.(includlng· social planning, social. legislation, 

social~'·hygiene;.c religion and~ so on). So, keeping in· mind these things we 

decide to<call our.,research·.as~an applied one since our:; main-intention· is to 

look ·ae.one of the major social problems in India i.e·.·, 'poverty' and more 

particularly ,'rural poverty'. 

Regarding the second categor)', our research touches both the types 

i.e. descriptive and analytical. Descriptive re?earch is that kind of research 

which. intends to explain a social situation, social system or sociaL structures. 

And the' purpose of analytical research is to make a critical evaluation of. the 

material. by using the-·figures,and facts already available~ We think- in our 

resear:ch we:<follo1JVed -both_ the types under this category. The~ first two 

chapters-are related with,the·analytital one;' But-the rest of the chapters find 

similarity with the descriptive one. We try to discuss the poverty scenario• by 

using·facts and figures published or·cited by official and private sources .. ' For 

answering_ the second question we 'discuss the facts·on the world _of NGOs as 

well as the Indian NGOs ·by using· the available literature.' But a certain -, 

portion of:th_is chapter and the rest of the chapter fall under descriptive';type 
' 

of re_search. The parts where· we: discuss about· the NGOs in Coochbehar 

district we,call it as descriptive research. 

The; empirical research, on; the other.· handqs oa5ed on experiemces or 

obsel'vations·witliout giving much: importance to systems· and·: theories:. And 

the· eX:ploratoiy; research. is very useful:whenl:the'· re~ar;cher has tinY,- oi: no 

knowledge_ about the problems he is- willing to~ research. We, think~ that~ our 

· re5earch falls: under: the: empirical\ tYpe.. Becausei before commencing;. this 

research: we became accustomed with the concept of poverty and NGOs. _ 
' r • . ' 

The difference between quantitative and qualitative research is that 

the former is based on-the amount or measurement:of quantity·. This form of 

research is established on strict sampling and, research design; On the other 

handt qualitative research emphasizes on the~ phenomenon relating t~-- or 
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involving~qualitY·;of kind" In this type of-researcn, the techniques~_usually: 

used are· word~'a~sociation test,~sentence,-comRietion test etc. We wduld like! 

tb place our rese~rch: in the quantitative category as it is. based·;on sampling; 

We opt to plac¢· our resea·rch in,, the quantitative part. The: ·soul,, of~ our: 

research is ·in the two surveys conducted by us.: 

In case of explanatory research, the main aim is to give details on the 

causes of social phenomena. How one variable is: the cause of the other--

this gets priority in this type of research. But, in' the longitudinal research 

type, a problem is discussed over a period of time. We want to;-· place.· our:. 

research in the- explanatory category. Because our~ research· has, an intention 

to know what is- the: impaO: of NGOs~ functions on alleviating Coochbehar~ 

district's poverty.<So~ in· this ground this research falls under the1 explanatory~ 

category (Research methodologies· and .Methods 2005; Book 2;:3-7). 

The first chapter and a. big part' of the second chapter are purely, 

based on available literature. Altogether 40 'self-help groups' are surveyed to 

know the socio-economic condition of the rural people that liveJn Coochbehar:, 

district. And to know the· problems of the NGOs in this district as well as: the:r 

GO-NGO relationship we conducted another' survey. The grounds on which: 

we conducted these two surveys! a·re discussed ill details in the respective· 
... 

chapters., 

The Chapters 

From the very be!;Jinniog we know·that·our research demands a good sample~ 

survey as well as.: a good. theoretical oa_se. We;,. at first-prepared'the first.two. 
- . 
chapters (exdudingr on¢ section of the second~ chapter) on the basis of 

available lite~ature. Different libraries;·. North Be~gal· University library, 

'Acharya Brajendra: Natli Sef!l (Govt.~ Colleg~' c;fnd 'Cbochbehar State·Library': 

were used for this purpose .. And from the last; part of.;the second chapter till· 

the end, of the last chapter, the entire: resear¢h. is based on findings from two 
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surveys ... Befor.e~ ... cqnductili~J:ithe: sur:vey1,. hom~work was: done. on the basis of~" 

avail9bletliteratum~anc!' fact;§ on, CoochQE!hat district. We: kept in our mir:ld: that:; 

through ::our research; we: will~ be•· able. to.: say something generally about.~ 

Coochbehar dis~rict. So;~ we em·phasised Lon the versatility: of the· ,'Gram!' 

Panchayats''(GPs)'as ~ell as the NGOs: ;Th·e things that we keptin·:our mind·:r· 

behind selecting the: GPs are; .. the· 'Pradhans' of the GPs should' be·· 

represented by different political parties, these GPs should be situated; at 

different distances from the highwa/, all the GPs must fall in different sub

divisions, the GPs selected must have Banks in their dpcality and where Banks . 

are yet to come up (e.g .. in our 4 GPs; ·1 GP· has Bank facility and in 3 GPs 

there: are no Bank). 

·While selecting'i the1:NGOs,. we l<ept: in mirid: their· background, their· 

operating;a_rea etc. For example, we included: bbth.-club-:based~·and: non;...club . ., 

based NGQs in our survey: It~ helped us to. compare the activities between · 

these, two categories of NGOs. By,. comparing these two types;~of· NGOs we 

were. also able: to compare the·Junctions of.. the· old NGOs as well as the~ new 

ones. Now·the question is how could that be possible? We noticed that the 

club based NGOs actually originated from· .. the CommunitywBased · 

Organizations (CBOs). Ahd .CBOs have an old ~istor/ in,thiS district .. The 

NGOs. which did not. em~rge·:from the CBO, background are: new:,: im this . 

districl::: In this. way werwere ab1Ett0 com par~ the.::old and::newr. NGOs:, in" this .. 

district; The NGOs.,.were al.~o sel~ed..froiTl different ~!Jb-divisionst But her:e · 

we wouldi like to pj:>int::our.that it is· not so;easy to label' an:· NGQ:;working::in a ·· 

particular: area• as 'rural or urban' or 'bloc!< or sub-divisionr~- We foun~r 5Qme · 

NGOs· operating in· diffe~ent Blod<s.and·sub'-divisions ~t. the same·tim~.· And 

someiNGO~;wer~ found to be a~!ve iil rural' areas as. Well ·as;:jnt·urbim:·areas. 

So, before~ choosing the 'NGOs_·. we l~bked at. where· thei~ ·head office was 

situat~ (in: rural area of th¢ distriq .or in the urban arE~a), 

8 Nishiganj;UGP anq:Chilakhapa'-IlGJiare situated-.just beside the Nationai Highway. 
But the:re~ of the GP.s(nameJy Matalha_t and Ba.J;leshwar) are situ.ated far away from 
the Natinal Highway.. · ·.: · · · 
9 Actually CBOs in Coochbehar were:. engage different so<::ial welfare activities right 
from their: birth. But their formal births as-an NGO are noticed not 10-20 years ago. 
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Right frqm the third chapter our thesi~ is.:.bas~d~ on· two~ surveys~ 

During-.. the: time of looking at the' socio .. ~o:nomic;;;. conditiQ,n of rural 

Coodibehar; we-used survey sampling. Writing on!sample we. c~n:s~y that, a 

sample is a: subset of tb,e population that represents:·en~ire::group: When a 

researcher found that the population (or universe)· is too big to cover all the 

members of that- universe, he takes the help of sample survey. It is believed 

that a well· selected sample provide good results (Research methodologies 

and Methods 2005; Book 2; 37). 

We from the very beginning relied on purposive sampling, that fall 

under the category of 'non-probability sampling': In a broad'sense·one may 

classify the world:of;!sampling into. two categor;le.s, i) probability,.sampling and 

ii) non-probability.,.sampling.! These two again;. can be ·divid_eq into :vario.us 

sub-categories;:: ~i_n¢e our ·objective was to.- learn about~ the' socio-e~onomic 

condition of .the~· poor· (B~Iow Poverty·-Line::·i.e .. BPL) and to compare_.: their. 

condition· with -tne people':· belonging to: th~~ categpry of:Above·. Poverty Line 

(APL)~ we. choose non-probability method .. Through this metho~ we could 

easily· pick out th~ BP,L as well as the APL population. 

This, helps us to know the ground level reality ·on the BPI::- as· well as: 

APL population; Furtherl)lore, by this we we're; able to.'c<;>mpa:i-e their present 

condition: too. The oufcqnie:;on< poverty; in Coochbehar district-:'including: our 

conducted;survey, is discussed in the fourth chap~er. 

The objective of the fifth chapten is to be: acquaiht~d~ with. or~ 

understand the· problems which NGOs ar.e facingtin· their day to day activities.; 

The-entire chapter is divided, into four sectic:ms: We tried to. understand the 

problems' of the~ NGOs in light- of their. relationship:· with the; GQ:. bodies, 

political leaders, with other NGOs .and last' bwt not the lea~·with. the .common 

people. The relationship with these bodi~s;is discussed--in four sections. 
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Fina·lly, in the sixth chapter, we have· attempted to find: out the nature 

of relationship that exists between the NGOs' and the GO;.bodiesi We all-know 

that it is not possiBle for the NGOs to continuei working without taking :any 

kind of assistance from the government or by·-ig~oringthe·gQyernment~ l;ven 

in cases where the·. NGOs are not functioning in any· govemmental.: proj¢cts . 

they (NGO) are actually functioning under the watch of the government So 

effort has been given to depict this aspect of the NGO in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER~~:! 

Rural Poverty~ in West:Bengal and Coochbehar District·.-

Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the nature and extent of poverty in the Coochbehar 

district, which is located in the North Bengal region of West Bengal. An 

attempt is being made to answer the question why is the rate of poverty so · 

high in this district:This will·be done in several sections. In the first-section . 

we l<;>ok at the poverty debate)n the country-:: ThisJs~followed by a discussion . 

of the natqre ·and: extent of: poverty in the state of, West Bengal· and the North . : 

Bengal region and: then·· finally' we ·come, to a: discussion' of the poverty. 
"" 

situatipn in: Coochbehar district. We· argue~ that it is backwardness. of the_ 

district located :in a backward! regiol) that is responsible for the high incidence -

of rural. poverty.· 

I 

The Indian· Poverty Debate 

Even'-after 60; years of indej:>~ndence;one;_of~the most persistent problems in 

India· is; poverty·._ The term 'poverty~ is: very cqntrad_ictory and :there are~ almost 

as many definitions of 'poverty' in the,: literati.J~e depending. on the number of · 

scholars wheY-had worked~inothe:·field. NormallY-while defining poverty·what is 

taken. into·' consideration. is, if anybody is unable· to fulfill, even._ his ·basic , 

necessities- in· life;, he should~· be called poor. The problem~. however· is that 

ther~ is: no: single; universal acceptaole'. definition: or concept which provides 

us with ·the idea-. on what is the basic necessities of life to an individual.10 

10 During tfie time of writing this chapter' a practical problem was confronted. This 
related to~ the authenticity of the data that was published by various government 
offices. The data for the· same criteria are,;showed·different figures. Hence it became 
difficult to ascertain which government office is right: in this regard. However, in 
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Number:· of/ scholars~ had• tried to. portray-, India's povert'fL picture by . 

usingr, various. standards anCILcriteria. Out~of these, two .. common ·standard: 

types; in econ<:>mics literature are ·absolute11''and,irelative12 .poverty;,· About.the 

definition and measurement' of poverty, Professor~:Sen is: one of the pioneers 

in the world. He However beiieves that poverty needs a dear-analysis with all 

of its dimensions. In a meeting. of the 'Network of Policymakers for Poverty 

Reduction' (an Inter-American Development Bank initiative), he told. that 

"Human beings are thoroughly diverse" and "You cannot draw a poverty line 

and then apply it acrosS the-board to everyone the same way, without taking 

into account personal characteristics and-circumstances." To him, poor people 

are generally found lacking a number of basic$ e.g. education, possession of 

land, health and longevity; justice,. family and·.: community support, credit and 

other productive: resources, a voice: in institutions and· so on (Charo Quesada; 

2001; http://www.globalpolicy.orgf socecon/dev_elop/2001/: 1205sen.htm).c. 

Ojha (1970;. 40) in 1970 picked.an average·· of 2,250 calorie per capita 

per day for the estimatioll of poverty; To him, those people who are . 

financially capable' of taking1· 2;250 calorie. per day are' living. 'above the 

poverty line' and'who aren't taking this are-'below the·poverty line'. TmOjha ·· 

in the: urbamareas R$:15;18 per:· month: (in·: 1960:-.61 prit~s) was,needed1cto 

intake the minimum calories; And in case of1ruralfareas, . .the;needed amount 

was;Rs. 8-11· pee month for,the same period1• ·Tq him'; as;.p~r. this standard~in · 

1961,, India had'i8~ million ruralf.poor and 6: milliO:n::,urban'; ROOr. He further 

addecl that ttje~rate: of r:Orat{pqyeity increas~d~ t9 -2~9'i million in 1967-68; 

whicli WC!S 70' per~~eilf of-., tfieJotal rural: population in~ India. It reveals. that 

each• case where we:· use any d~ta from official or unofficial spurces, we mention the 
original sou~ce: · 
11 Under this typef: of standard~ at first it is determined: that'what:· are the' minimum 
physical quantities of.cereills:and-.pulses required~b~ amindividual to survive. Then. it 
is taken into consideration. that how• much is needed by!andndividual·to purchase the 
above req·uired'products ..... After the;compl~tiotl ,of all·:the above ~ltulations, a figure 
expressilig-'per capita consumer expenditure' is fixed .. ~ · · 
12 In this type of stand~td) the:;stresies are given· on income distribution .of the 
population belonging, to, different fractal .. groups.- Andc .after find· out: the above 
mention income distributi<;m, a: comparison. of the levels of living ofthe top 5 to -10 
per cent with the bott()m 5 to 1 o~,per cent.: of·· the pop~lation reflects the· relative 
$tandards qf poverty. · 
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the rate1of-rural:pove_rty in India _increased from 1960-61 whe'n it-was 50, per 

cent to l96?-68:.when;itw.ent up to 70 per cent (Ojha; 1970; 40);. 

_ Dan<;Jekar and~ Rath's13 study on Indian poverty is highly appreciated 

by the scholars workir)g' on Indian political economy. Dandekar and Rath also 

felt that:2,250 calories per day is the desired minimum level of nutrition of an 

individual. And to them, for urban population Rs. 270 per capita per annum 

was required to intake·those minimum calories in 1960-61 prices. And for 

rural population, the figure was Rs; 180 in 1960-61 prices. According to them 

in 1968.-69 prices both the figures changed to Rs. 324 and Rs;:486.for rural 

and urban poverty respectively. And as per this criterion there were ·-166 

million r:ural (40~per cent of;thetotal rural population in India}and-50 million 

urban people that livep below the; poverty line. To them Poyerty-level in India 

continued to inc~eqse.till 1987-88-.(Datt &·Sundharam; .1993;-308-324)-. 

Although the,_ estimation of, Indian poverty differed according. to 

different scholars' but there is hc:i'rdly any disagreement on the fact that• the 

percentage of people:· living under,·povert:Y was increasing in. the: country as a 

whole. Da Costa (Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 308-324) has done a study on 

poverty on behalf of the 'Indian Institute of Public Opinion'. By using NSSO 

data (19(>3-64) he.:point~d- out that there were three rings on India·n poverty. 

As· per Da Costa in India in 19&2-63, a.total of 62 million people lived in 

severe qestitution,. 1Q4i; million people liv~d in d~stitution, ci(ld 162 million 

people faced poYerty .~ ,. 

There are s0me. other scnplars like Da Costa who tried' to estimate 

poVerty in India by using:National!~mple S!Jr.vey Organization (NSSO) data~ 
. . 

For example, Minhas considered Rs., 240- per capita as the minimum level of 

_ annual e)<penditure (ih 1967-:68)... And using· this criterion. he found India's 

50.6 peri. cent populati9n lived belpw the. poverty line in 1967;68. The most 

13 Dandekar , v M and Rath, N 1991. Poverty. in India, Dimensions- and trends. 
Economic and Politicc;~l We~kly. Vol-6; No-1 (January 2, 1971). pp 298-323. 
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noticeable thing· we found in Minhcis' work is that India's p9vert:Y ratj'o,was 

verY much dependable on agriculture/. He wrote§ that in- the· period5between 

1956-57 to 1967-68 India!s, rate. of poverty inqeased in·. bad harve$!:~. years 

and it decreased in good harvest years. This· __ was however: criticized by 

Bard han for using GNP deflator.14 Bard han arg~es- that"' agricultural ·labour 

price is more suitable than GNP· as deflator. Bard han considers Rs. 225 per 

capita per annum (at 1960-61 prices) to be the national minimum income to 

lead a normal life (Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 308-324). 

Ahluwalia (1978) has also done a study on rural poverty on behalf of 

the World Bank's Development Research Center• for.-the::period 1956'-57 to 

197;3,.. 74~ He· consider~_f an- expenditurei level of Rs: 15 per. capita:.:for. r:,ural 

areas: and Rs. 20 for· urban areas (in 1960-61:: prices)~to:~demattate~the 

poverty line. Ahluwalia's study brings:; out: the fact that therrate~of poverty·. in 

India~ declined from the mid 50s to. mid -605.--To·-him during: this:.phase,~ the 

lowest rate of poverty was seen in the year 1960:~61 withi39:4;per cent.~ But 

in the later years this rate· started increasing and it become: high:and high~and 

in the year~·1973-74 it touched 46:t per cent; In: one point Ahluwalia ha$ an 

agreement" with Min has i.e.- during the good harvest years: India's .rate of 

poverty declined. To quote Ahluwalia who says ~'the Indi~n experience- over 

the past two; decades canno~be_characterized,as showing~a·-tren.dSinc,re~se·-in · 

the: ilicidence of povertydn India as a .. whole·t.. in general, •• the .tillJet~eries · 

shows·a;;patterrfof fluct~ation with the, incidence! of poverty fallihg;ini periods 

14GNP. deflato~ is an· economic metric, whicficaccountsfo( the effects:of''fnflatiori!inthe 
current year's·gross national.product.by .. conver.ting'its.output to a leveltr~lative,to a. 
base period:~ The formula to calculat~ the GNPdeflatori?:: · " ' ' 

GNP Defla~or= Nominal GNP, X 100' 
Real.GNP .. 

Furthermore;~ the; GNP deflator gives us an alternative to the·Consumer'J'rice: Index 
(CPI). ·The· C_RI~ is·· based ·o_n a basket cif·goods·a.pd':services~but the.· GNP1 deflator 
incorporates·~aiFof-the fin·at'-goods produced: by an;;ecqm>my. This adiT!.itsthe GNP'to 
more accurately. capture the effe'cts·of inflation as;.it's not limited;to· a smaller~subset 
of goods (http://www.inv~~t'opedia.com/terms/g/GNP _deflator.asp) ·' 
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of good agricultural performance and rising in periods of pbor perfor,mahc~" 

(Ahluwalia; '1978; 298-323) .. 

The· Seventh Finance Commission also attempted to calculate poverty' in 

India. But this commission did not find NSSO: data as suitable enolig_h to 

estimate poverty. It- objected to the NSSO data. because it only covered 

household consumer expenditure. In order to improve their study, the 

Finance Commission includes the estimate of the benefit of .· public 

expenditure to private consumer expenditure norm for estimating 'the 

augmented· poverty .line'. As per this survey in .1970-71' there were 277 

million people that: lived below poverty line~ in In9ia. Two important 

characteristics of the' Seventh: Finance Commission are:.: 

a) According to this report, India's rate of poverty was 52 per cent which 

is quite ~igher than any other estimate and 

b) Proportion of. rural and urban population in poverty is almost the 

same. 

In the year-1989, World Bank published a book titled "India: Poverty, 

Employment and rsocial Services" (Datt & Sundharam;,: 1993; 308-324).; The . 

World Bank·argued~that one-need to expend Rs:l49~bin:.rural areas·and'R$: 
\• 

56.6 in urban areas-to consume the minimum ca!.9ries.:"'.~in~·1973-74 :prices); 

And according to -ttiis' estimate India's poverty rates 'differed at djffeten1: · 

periods in the 1970s and 1980s. It was as follow~:.: 

Rural 

Urban 

Total 

BPL (in Millions) -

1970· 

23~~8~ 

50~5 

287.3 

..... :"'!31n5? 
LL. U -

1983· 

252.1 

64.7 

311.7 

Z 4 APR 2010 

1988 

252.2 

70.1 

322.3 
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BPL (in °ioJ 
' 

.' 

1988 ' 1970:."'' 1:-. 1983::. 
\.-' 

53.0~'' 44.9< 41.7· 
- ~-. 

45.5 36.4 33.6 

: . 
52.4, 42.5 39.6 : 
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And:'according to World'Banl<'s 'India: Poverty, Employment and Socia_l 

Services' (1~89) during the above three~ years, India's ultra·, poverty15 rates 

were as follows: 

Ultra BPL (in Millions) Ultra BPL (in%) 

1970 1983 1988 1970 1983 1988 

Rural- 134.6 128.1 123.6 30.1 22.8 20.4-' 

Urban;. 28.4 31.5 
'i> 

32.9s 25.6. 17.7 15;8:?. 

Total. 163.0° 
.., i"· 

159.6i ·' 156.5· 29.8· 2-1.8 19.2~· 

Total population in India 547.6 733.2 813.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Table 1.2: Ultra, BPI: populatipn (both in number and percentage) in India. 

(Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 311) 

Datt and Ravallion (1989) on the other. hand not only were interested in-

giving . an, idea on poverty estimate but also stressed oni' the concept. of 

poverty·gap.- Th~y opted for~ rural inter.-state,;price relatives (ratio of; rural 

prices in. a province· to all ~Iildia~'prices) for 197~·74, which, was formulate9 by:. 

Bhattacliar.ya and later updated by usihm Cpnsumer·, Price_ Index;: for 

ag~iq.Jitural labourers~ as the ;ruraFprice deflator, in 1983 -('Regi_ona! Qlsparities;. 

Targets and, Poverty in Indiar (1989)/ Wor!d:Bank Paper W.l?.~. 375; 3~). 

Minhas, Jain,. and Tendulkar6 (1-991)~eused 'Consumer Pric~ .Iridex 

Se~i$ for Agricultural Labours' ('CP!AL ') technk:i1,.1e to make an· in-depth-study: 

on ·_rurar and urban poverty during the· ~r;iodr-1970'-71 to 1987-88'. In this 

15 Ultra poverty means proportion of population below 75% of poverty line (Source: 
Datt & Sundharam; .1993; 308L3~4J · . 
16 Minhas:B S, Jain L R, Tendul~ar S D 1991. Declining Incidence of Poverty in 1980s._ 
Economic and Political Weekly.-.July 6~13-, 1991 (Vol- 26; No- 27/28)~ 
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studv,;; 20 states were covered. And for the:· purpose of::the ·same- study in 

urban,: areas (for urban industr-ial, workersl they -optedC'Combined_ Pri<r:e · 

Relations Qata of Consumer Price: Ind~x ·:for Industrial' {CPIIW)' technique; 

And they exclusively- used 'CPINM' technique to knoWilthe poverty., scenario· 

among the:non-annual employees in urbar:~ areas; Minhas: and et aLstated-in 

their survey that there were 58.8 per cent rural people living-· below the 

poverty line in 1970-71. And the rate of poverty in India was 50.8 percent 

and 48.7 percent respectively in 1970-71 and 1987-88: And in urban India, 

the rate of. poverty during 1970-71 was 46.2 per cent::,It decreased to 39.7 

per cent in· 1983 and in-1987-88 it further decreased to 37.8 per ·cent. They 

found that in 1970-71 there was 56.3 per cent population that lived below the 

poverty line in India. Poverty: rate. found{reducing in. nexFdecade,also ... Ir:r 

1983 and 1987-88 the poverty rate traced in Inc;iia~ were; 48.1 p~r ·cent and 

45.9 percent. 

Ano.ther importance of Minhas et al's (199l)work·:is that they did''not 

agree with' the techniques adopted' by· the_; Planning~, Commission to estimate 

' poverty. Below we are showing two tables: comprising poverty rates in India 

during different periods of time hthe deca_aes of'1970s and 1980s:estimated 

by both the Planning Commission and Minlfas et al (Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 

308"-324). 

-Percentage~·of peopl¢ living·belo~~the po'lerty:line:(estimate by Minhas;:et al) 
. ; . -, 

1970~71t 1983 , 1987-88 
' 
'· 

Rural 57.3 49.0 44.9 

Urban- 45.9 38.:3: 36.5 

·• 
CombJned:- · 55.1 46.5• 42.7 

,· / 

T~~let :1:.3} Percent~ge of p~ple living" below the poverty line 

(estimate by Minhas et al) . 
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1983'< 1987-88: 

Rural 40A 32.7-

Urban·- 28.1 . 19.4 

Combined 37.4 29.2 

Table 1.4: Percentage of people living below the poverty line·( data 

estimated by Planning Commission) (Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 313). 

According to the 615
t round provisional data (of large sample survey 

. . 
on household consumer expenditure) the poverty rate: at ·the national leveL 

was- about 22 per cent in 2004-05. In the year>l-999-2000, if~as 26.1 per:. 

cent: The 22'-per- cent povertY rate is::estimated:,based;··on the 'Mixed:~Reca!P 

Period'. In this method consumer:· expenditure data for five non-foqd· items· 

i.e~ clothing,,, footwear, durable· -goods,. education and: institutional~ medical1 

exp~nses-are-collected from a recalr,period of·,365:;day. And the consumption·,· 

data for the remaining items are collected from a recall ·period of 3Q:.day. 

After every five years (approximately) the National.: Sample Survey., 

Organisation (N~SO) does the above-mentioned survey on consumen 

expenditure. In': 1995-:96, the:· then Finance Minister: of India; Manmohan~ 

Singh, taking-from-the NSSO·(thin· sample survey)'told;,that the poverty:.rate; 

·declined to· arou'nd · 26-- per cent in. 1993-94 under- the ·--Narasim.ha Rao~

Goyernment. Sing_h:was criticized by· scholars because~·of this~ The Oppositio'm 

parties:complainedtthat the: Congr:e~-Governm~nt was~try!!Jg.~to manipulate::- . 

th~ data becau.se of the ~pcoming 19,96 general elections.: Leiter the United', 

Front Government has taken a decision to~estimate poyerty~rati.b;on the t:lasis 

of both 'mixed recall· period~ ·and· :the 'uniform: recall:· period'. The NDA-
. . I I • • 

~overnment i'n 1999-2000 confirmed that·poverty ratio in'Indi~ was 26.1 per 

cent onthe bas_is-of,themixed;recall period. 
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Unlike 'mixed; recall per.iocl', ·the 'Uniform;, Recall, Period'· survey tries 

to inquire consumers: to recall their expenditure for\ all items over a 30-day 

period_ .. According to the 615
t round-survey (done by· NS~O) for 2004,.05, the 

poverty rate in India wc!Js.27.8 J?er cent (using-the:.uniform recall.period)": It is 
' ' 

quite lower than 36 per cent calculated by this method in-1993-94. Knowing . 

the fact that poverty levels under the two recall ;systems. showed different 

data in their calculations, nobody can however' ignore the declining trend of 

the poverty ratio, which is established by the official data (Aiok Mukherjee, 

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2007/03/05/stories/200703050287010 

O.htm). 

From the above' discussion it ·is clear,that India's r~te of poverty and 

nature of~poverty.were never above controversy. When in. one hand -Mihhas 

stand to argue that India's: rural poverty .. has falleQ during the periods 1956-

57 to 1967-68. On. the otlier hand Ojha and Bardhan<in their study refute-that 

argument. Meanwhile Dandekar. a11d Rath expre~sed:· a third angle .. on the 

estimation of the rate' of poverty in India. They told that; India's rate of 

poverty was 40 per cent in 1969-70. It was almostthe same t!lat:it showed:in 

1960-61. Some important characteristics can be ~orted out from the above 

discus_sibn. They are the following: 

ii) Poverty rate in India had fluctuated at different: periods. The 

government should identity; the· reasons that lectTto the:.decrea~e in 

poVerty and adopt the measures more a.nd m.ore. 

iii) Inclian poverty particularly rural ROVertY .is' very much dependent on 
. - . 

agriculture. So, it is seen that in: th~ good, harvest_ year, the ·rate of 

· poyerty declined and in· the· bad' harves.t y~ars the rate of poverty 

increased. The government should provid~ c;~ppropria.te measures to 

the farmers so that their dependence on nature is decreased; 
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II 

The west Be~:tgal $.~tuation 

Partition of India resulted in the creation of a new state·hindia named West 

Bengal. Nature divides this state into two parts namely North BengaP and 

South Bengal. North Bengal is comprised of 6 districts out of 19 districts of 

West Bengal. The six districts in North· Bengal are Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, 

Coochbehar, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin· Dinajpur and Maida. Geographically· 

West Bengal captures 2.7 per cent;ofindia's total area' arid demographically it 
. . . 

comprises India's 7.8 percent population. Out of the. totaLpopulation of the 

state 72 per· cent live in rural Bengal: and the rest of the;~ population~ live:.- in 

urban·· Bengal (WBHDR; 2004; 4). According to the 2001"-Census'"'.repoit,,it i~,· 

found'·:that in this state there~·are 934 female·,.per 1000 male (WBHDR;· 2004;5 

12). Th~:density of the population in this state is.904/ sq; km., which is quite; 

lesser than the national average' of 924/ sq., km (WBHDR;" 2004; 4); Before 

we come to poverty in the state let us.look at some indicators which have a 
direct and indirect bearing on the-state's poor. 

The Scheduled Caste (SC} and. Scheduled Tribe (SJ}.population in thef• 

state is 23.01 and 5.49 per cent respectively~ The sc and sr J?Opul~tiomirl. 
rural andfurban· West Bengal·, are as·foll6ws: 

Sch~ided: Caste Po~ulation) Sche4ul~d Tribe-Population (il'l" 
(in number)>:_ number)' , 

Rural West Bengal 1, 55, 24, 925!.~ 41,36,366> 

Urban W~st Be~gal 29, 27; 630- ' 2, 70, 428:· 
: 

·• 

Table 1.5: SC and' s;t· population-in rurarand urb~1n West ~ngal. 

(Source: Final Population Totais, 'Census of India 2001~ WB' Releqsed by Vikrcjm S~n,_, 

Direqorate of Census Operations, WB; 7). 
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' 

Among the,.minority communities;. Muslims form; the larges_t section. 

They possess 28.6 p,er··cent::population in-the state .... The three communities 

namely SC, ST and:Muslims.together cpnstitutes more than half of population 

in the state but these three c;ommunities:.atthe:.same timE!. are found~to be 

the three poores(sections in rural Bengal (WBHDR; 2004; 4-5). 

The Left Front Government of West Bengal gave a special thrust to 

improve the educational sector from the late 1970s. Some noted steps, which 

were taken in this regard, were: 

ii) Eradication of literacy; 

ii) Supply of books,. paper;: stationary and other materials; 

Making primary education universal: to the. common people. 

But despite all this effort in education, West Bengal- ranked 4th from the last 

(2004-05). National University of Educational,. Planningj and Administration

(NUPA) conducted a survey. under Ministry .. of HRD:' In almost all the distr-icts. 

of the West Bengal, the enrolinenf of- the .. students decreased from 2001-02. 

The following chart: shows how. the' number of students eriroJied'·decreased :in 

thes~;di$tricts (EKDI~; Apr. 17,, 2007); 

' ' 
NAME. OF TI{E OfSTRICTS . .;. No. OF,.STUDENTSJIEDUCED'; · 

BAN~URJ\7 1o000' 

BURGWAN- 45000'~ 1 

BIR~HUMD• 55000·' ... 
D/DINAJPtJR 34Q~O; 

··. 
HOOGHbY: 11000; 

•, 

JALPAIGURI 73000 

KOLKAiA.c· 5000~ 

MURSHIDABAD ~· 980.00: 

NORTH 24-PARGANAS 73000'' 

WEST MIDNAPUR 40000 
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EAST MIDNAPUR 60000 

SOUTH 24 PJ.\RGANAS~ · 150000 

Table .. 1.6: Number.of st~qent:S·reduced in: Primary Schools inwarious-' 

districts in West BengaL 

(Source: EKDIN, Apr. 17, 2007) 

According to the Ministry,.of HRD, West Bengal ranks last with Manipur 

and Bihar in implementing Sarba Siksha,Abhijan (SSA). The ministry. said that, 

in West Bengal dropout between Class 1 to 10 is 80.24% (Boys-76.37; Girls-· 

84.44). The all· India·· rate for the above. corresponding area is 62.69%: , 

Between Class 1 to 8,,the;drop outpercentage is:.63:77(Boys-62.72; Girls-· 

64;92): The all India rate is~52.32% (Ananda Bazar;,Patrika17 hereafter•ABP,.. 

Sep. 04,! 2006). What- is~ more important from the :point of view of our study •. 

is that in'· 2003-2004, the·per:=:caRita income of this state•was Rs. 20896 which-:· 

was. near about' 1/3: of Char,~qig~rh's per. capita income of,:Rs. 60105. The·· 

otber states/ u:rs· which.' had better;;· per capita income than West Bengal in 

that .. year were Gujarat, Haryana,_,, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, 

Maharashtra, Punjab, Sikkim, Tamil Nadu, Delhi and Pondicherry · 

(http:/fsampark.chd.nic.in/images/statistics[SDP200SRS.pdf). 

To ·make the health services bett~r, the West~aengal government had 

empha·sized: both .. on preyentive. a net:. as;well as. curative 1sides: in ·the. heal.th::.r 

sector;. It: had: trie.~· to educate: the common·; people~, on. communieable, 

disea.ses~ l?revent',malaria, _encephalitis,, kalazar; over ·population etc .. And:. in 

case;·of curative part the gove~rirtteht' had~:estaolished;a three tier medical· . . . . 
sy~em. These three tier-comprised• of sub-centres (at~ the lowest: level), 

primary health centres; and community flealth~·centr:es. 

17 All the references taken fromHhe· newspap~rs like 'Anandabazar Patrika', 'Uttar 
Banga Sambad', 'Bartaman', 'Ganashakti', The-, Statesman' anq 'Ekdin' are· printed 
from Siliguri ESiliguri edition). 
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While referring. to.• the" H~alth sector the 8th Five Year Plah talked: 

apopt~ 

iJ Strengthening. the primary he~lth care·system;: 

ii) Posting adequate·· staffs (nurses, pharmacists, and medical; 

technicians) in the health centers; 

iii) . Relieving the government hospitals of the city, some selected health. 

care units in the · districts, especially in the North Bengal to be 

reinf0rced; 

hi) Setting up of centers of excellences within tlie state ·to relieve the · 
. . 

patient and patient parties from going to Chennai, Vellore, : Mumbai ; 

and{other places,(E~st India Hi;Jman Development Report: 2004; 260) .. 

According.to Kohli"(1987) after winnil'lg.r;tfj'e 1~77 Assembly elections;: 

in Wes~ Bengal;; the'. first~ task' of. the Left Front,(LF) Government wa.s to throw::·. 

a, challenge to the~laridlord·dass; which was ,thecbase::of the Gongress. In;: 

order:-.to· do this, they; at first took measures ,to empower. the po_or landless~~

classes· by: strengthening· the 'Panchayat System' i.e., the local-self.~: 

government. The,se: po.at landless class~. formed::the' base of the Communist~

parties. And participationdn-~the 'Pailc::hayat System' helped: them. to capture e 

power· in the state;~ More ·importc)ntly,- K~hli (19~7} ~pr~ssed that although;: 

CPF(M) is a Communi~ Pc1rtY. but~within this.dem6~rat[band:quasi-capitalisti(:~ .. . :~ ' ~ . . -

pattern of state,> it- is; ~iaf, a:nd. dem.ocratict in. ideolom~- and, practi<±e antm· 
- -- . •... . • ' tt 

coinniunist~party:·is; only; by nci,me. Qn the question.· of erac;ficating poverty,~ 
-~ '~ . ... . ., ' . 

Kohli s~ressec:Eon three1tl:)ings, namely; ' . ! ' ~ . 

i) :Jand;·refQrms· (especi~lly tenancy reform);; 
. . 

ii) Programme for_ small• farmers; :especiaJiy qeditfor sharecroppers and 

· iii) Employment and wage s.chemes for the landless labours (Kohli; 198(; 

117). 
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We believe that the 'ways' (communism inspired · economy or 

capitalism inspired economy) are not so important. in case' of eradicating 

poverty. The main thing is whether poverty is declining or not? In this 

chapter we discuss in details that although the rate of.. poverty has come 

down in the state of West Bengal, why it had not been eradicated in the 

state. Emphasis should be given on the methods, like micro credit, which had 

been effective in reducing poverty in a satisfactory measure e.g. micro credit. 

Webster (1990) in another context in a study found that the 

representation in .the panchayats from the part of the small peasants and 

landless population on behalf of the LF increased .between 1978 and 1988 

(Webster; 1990). 

The rate of poverty can also be guessed from the rate of school 

dropouts in the state. During, 16th to 22nd December 2006, one survey was 

conducted in every district of West Bengal and in that survey·· it was found 

that 40000-60000 students~ drop· out case took place in every district of West 

Bengal (ABP, Jan. 16, 2007) ... To the Mi_nistry of HRD, Govt. of India, we can 

say that West Bengal· ranks last along with Manipur and Bihar:- in the category· 

of Sarba Siksha Abhijan· (SSA). The ministry said that, in West, Bengal dropout 

percent between classes 1 ta.:10 is 80.24% (Boys:-'76.37; Girl!?~84.44). The·all · 

India rate. i~ 62.69%. Betwe~n classes !'to. 8, the. droR; out perc~ntage· is 

63.77 (Boys-62.72; Girls_.64,9.2)'. The" all· India ·rate is 52.32% ·(ABP,. Sep. 04, 

2006). We· can conned these, two points with the poverty· scenario of the. 

West BengaL According to Pr.of;: Amartya Sen, the-economic condition (of the .. 

family) of some studentsJs so poor that they have to come to the schools in 

empty stomach. This is one of the main reasons for, drop out. (ABP, Aug. 06, 

2008). 
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Agriculture in West Bengal 

Now let us briefly.turn to agriculture on which rural poverty largely_ depends. 

In West ·Bengal, the': total. number· of mouzas is 42042. According to the 

Agricultural Minister,, Naren: Deb at present 54 lakh · hectare is used for 

agriculture. Out of the total land in the state in 30 thousand hectares no. 

agriculture is taking place at all (ABP, Jan. 13, 2007). Some of the major 

features of agriculture in West Bengal's are the following: 

i) The state produces 60 per cent of Jute, 25 per cent of Tea and Potato 

out of India's total production. 
. . . 

ii) West Bengal's 75 per cent population is dependent on agricultural and 

related jobs~ 

iii) 24.97 per cent poP.ulation ofthe total workers (Main+ Marginal) in: the 

state is engag~ as agricultural. labourer's out' of which male 

constitute 22.69 percent and female constitute 32.18 percent (Final. 

Population Totals, Census of India, 2001'; 19). 

iv) A Total of 19.18 per cent cultivators were found in the state as per 

the 2001 census. Although it is found that among the total population 

of the state 20.79 per cent is male and 14.08 per cent are female 

cultivators as ·per the 2001: census. It. is a: notable thing'· that this. 

percentage: declined in the state from 29.24 per cent as was found in 

1991 census,(finai.Population Totals, Census of India, 2001;;.17). 

v) West Bengal witne~: a food·~crisis soon· after independence. It 

resulted inr heavy dependence of the state on· food over the union: 

government. But since the:-early 1980s,: a huge growth has taken 

place in the. state's. agricultural production and now West Bengal· has 

established:; itself as a state that produce.s surplus food grains· 

(WBHDR; 2004; 5)~ 

vi) Tea is one of the prime foreign exchange earning agricultural products 

for the state (WBHDR; 2004; 5) .. 

vii) The average yield of r:ice in the state {2259 kg/ hectare) is higher than 

the national average of 1928 kg/ hectare (WBHDR; 2004; 74). 
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.viii) It is to be noted_ that the agricultwral growth in the state decelerated:.. 

in the 19905. One of the!' major reasons :behind this deceleration is>: 

that Boro rice; the productivity-of which grew rapidly during the 1980s' 

(with 12 per cent per year) suddenly fell down to 5 per cent per<' 

annum (WBHDR; 2004; 75). 

ix) Adoption of crop diversification in 1980s and 1990s caused increase in 

production of wheat, potato, jute, and some horticulture products in 

the state. In case of potato production, the growth rate was 9 per 

cent per annum in 1980s. And in the next decade it was 6 per cent· 

per annum. Regarding average yields of potato, West Bengal ranks:. 

first in India. And in terms of total production its position is second: 

only after Uttar Pradesh (WBHDR; 2004; 75). 

It is also to be noted that till the 31st of: March 2006, total patta was:: 

awarded to 28 lakh 49 thousand people in the state. And 15.07 lakh families~ 

benefited because of the registration of "bargadars" (Advertisement; Govt. of;~· 

W1=st Bengal in ABP on Jan. 28, 2007). 

Although in the case of agricultural growth rate the state achieved a:: 

good success. According_to a World Bank report, in West Bengal the:: 

agricultural growth rqte in the last. decade is: 4 per.-cent. This is highest in the· 

country. In west· Bengal~-- the percentages. of Scheduled Caste and Sc~eduled-~

Tribe populations are 28;6: and 5;8; respectivelys; iri the rural areas and 19.9 ;~ 

and l.S respectively in urban areas18
-(WBHDR; 2004; 4). 

Industrial Scenario in West _Bengal 

In 1951, West Bengal had 6, 55, 000 registered'- factory workers. In 1966-67' 

the number increased to 8, 50, 000. But, the notablE;! thing is that beside the -

increase in numbers some disparities are also seen. The 11 districts out of 16 -

18 NSSO Report 469- Employment and unemployment among social groups in India-
1999-2000. 
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of the state only had·an increase of workers from7.4:to 9 per cent.. It clearly· 

denotes that during this: phase (1951 to 1966-67) industrialization in West· 

Bengal has grown only in:4-5_ districts [Dhar·{ed); 1980; 2t-22]. 

According to a survey conducted by:'Webcon' (2002) there were 500, 

heavy and middle types of industries that existed in the state. The total land : 

acquired by these 500 factories is 41078.54 acre (ABP, Jan. 19, 2007). Lock· 

out is one of the biggest problems in West Bengal's industrial sector. 

According to the Ministry of Labour of the Government of West Bengal during'-' 

the period 2004-06. the total numbers of factories that was locked out was: 

1106. And' due to this · 4;24,000 people lost their jobs in this sector ... 

Furthermore; the department of Labour adds that, in the last three years'" 

there were·-. 66 sectors where strike was· called:-- And the total number of· 

workers affected was 500~000. 

The industry department added that in the last three years, 396 new· 

factories were set- up in the state and the· total investment' that took place 

was 7878 Crore rupees. It means 10, people get job per 1 crore rupees. The 

Labour department also. revealed that. under the 'Financial Assistant_ for 

Workers of Lock out Industrial~ Unit (FAWU}' scheme 35,220; workers were: 

given Rs. 500 per month. The total\amountthat .was. disbursed was 19:crore··· 

99 lakhs) Jn 2005-06. Although. di.JrinQ' the same":'. year 1, 34000 worke~s; lost· 

their jobs (Bartaman,_Apr;· 14~:. 2007). 

YEAR NEW FACTORIESi: LOCKOUT' 
. 

EMPLOYMENT.,: WORKERSc: . 
FACTORIES 

_:;-. 

lOST WORK 

2004 196 354i: 26070 1.781akh· 

2005 ' 22_7 383'' 27521 1.341akh 

2006 : 173 369;. 30000 (approx.) 1.121akh 

Table 1.-7: A table comprising the statistics on set. up of new fac_tories and 

factories lock out during 2004- 2006. 

(Source: Bartaman, Apr. 14, 2007). 
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In 1951, 32 per cent:·of the total population-· of West Bengal was 

manual Ia pour. Among;~ the above· rnentiom: percemtage,. 51 per cent 

population depended on agriculture, 27 per cent·dep~nded:·on. industry.· The 

rest (more than 30 per cent) of the manual labpur was depended on the third 

sector19 of the economy (Anya Artha Group; 1980; 135-159). 

Because of a· number of reasons the decade 1961-71-is remarkably 

important for the state. During this. time, the population · of the state 

increased by about.27 per cent but manual labour of the state increased only 

by 6 per cent. Another interesting· point of this deCi;lde is ·that during} this 

phase:;· although agricultural labour increased':_ in the; state- the number of 

cultivators decreased (AnyaArtha?Group; 1980g135:-159). 

It is an alarming situation for the state's~· industrial sector that' West 

Bengal's share (in terms of the· total value) in India has:declined from .9.8 per 

cent in 1980-81-to.S.O per cent 1997:..98 (WBHDR; 2064; 5). The unorganized 

manufacturing: sector of the state helped:to ac;celeratedndustrial growth. In 

early 1980s this-· sector.· has 30 per-cent.share iri_ manufacturing SDP. But 

interestingly, .in the: closing yea·rs of last dece~,de:-of the'J.Iast century this share'· 

increased toe· 60} pero cent; · ~ven ,>in rural <:areas the.· growth- of. informal .-;_ 

manufacturing units are' s~n. A,nd~tl:lis:;di[ectly,;has_, a; Q_ig~ contributio_r:t to the ·-· 

devE;!_Iopment .of state!s•eco:nomy. Relying on some. offiCial_' sources, thi_s rep()rt · 

tells us that from the month of April 2000 within three-years: 11,300 small ·

scale industries has bee!l set up and: it'.employ~ more than 36, 500 men: in . 
. . ' 

the state (WBHDR;_ 200,4; 77). 

19 ·Economic activities; can- oe: divided into three sectors. In the· first: sector: it 
-comP.rises agriculture;- pis(:iculti:Jre;etc. In the second :sector the- industries ;are fallen 
(any kinds of industries) .• · And the third sector is comprised· of transport;· banking, 
insurance, services etc. Ih 1961, there~were 53 per: cent and' 20:per,cent·population 
in West Bengal engaged. in·,first and setond sector- respectively. The rest 27 per cent 
population was engaged in third sector. 
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According: to WBHDR~ 2004 West Bengal secured .a· middle· position in 

·terms of different standards'ofhuman development. West B.engalfs. per.capita 

State Domestic Product in the: late 90s was· sligh~ly higher:~ than the na~ional .. ~ 

average~ QuotingJrom NSSO dafa WBHDR; 20'04 .tells .us ttlat in 1999-2000~, ·· 

the per capita consumption expenditure-was Rs; 572 in the--state, which was 

lower than the national average of Rs. 591 per month (WBHDR; 2004; 8). 

Taking from the Planning. Commission, the WBHDR 2004 informs us 

that during 1999-2000, 31.85 per .cent of. the population in West Bengal lived 

0 below the poverty line. India~s ·poverty rate in the same period was 26 per 

cent. It means~' in ·West Bengal. near:ly! 5.65 per cent more population- lived 

below the poverty::)ine'thamthe; national average::;:. One importantthihg is to . 

be noticed in this ;report and. that. is the absolute poo.r popula~ion in the. state · 

is largely centered in rural~areas and~it·was:almost 84 per: cent. The national 

average in this context"was 74 per cent (WBHD~; 2004; 4);· 

In terms of basic household amenities, the performance of West 

Bengal was not satisfactory-' till: the 1990s; 6R per cent ·urban household in ° 

the state had pucca houses. The percentag_~ took a 'U': tum when we look at · 

how many rural· Households had pucca houses;, It shQwed;that only 16 per.,· 

cent of tlje total; r;ural househ:old hC!d· pucca!houses. A:horrible image of the·.· 

state comes when~ we see~now~many~b.ouseholds are using~toilet facilities.,To. 

the: report arourid~·5o per cent tious.ehold had toilet facilities;! 111 this:count the. 

state almost eq!Jals India's~natiOI]l~! average'.(WB.~DR;,·20q4;_ 9). 

Regarding~ the economic condition of~ the state's population and 

human develop·men~, the· r~por:t: by the·-WBHDR 2004:;;:wa~ not• satisfactory. 
. . 

And among all· the districtS,. six districts of North Bengakand: three districts; 

(Purulia, Bankura~ and Birbhum) of the'-.South Bengal were considered as 

backward (WBHDR; 2004; 5). 
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The aggregate state domestic product (SDP) of West Bengal' was Rs. 

17860:crores in the year 2000"'2001 (at current pl'ices) and state's,per capita 

SDP was Rs. 16072 during the same period. The national average. was· qqite 

lesser than the state average (WBHDR; 2004; 5). 

But, the state achieved great success in the field of controlling birth 

and mortality rates. If we compare the position of West Bengal and India for 

the same category we find that in both the field i.e. regarding birth rate and. 

mortality rate West Bengal crossed India. In 1990, the birth rate of the state 

was 28.2 per thousand as against 30.2 per thousand, which was the national 

average.' But in 2001 birthrate was reduced to 20.5 per thousand whereas 

25.4 per~ thousand was:India's national average~ In 1990, the mortality rate·of 

the state was· 8.4 per: thousand. During the'- same. period India's national 

average~was 9.7 per thousand. But, in the year 2001, this rate for West 

Bengal was reduced to 6.8 per thousand. It was 8.4 per thousand,·,in case of 

India. The success of West-Bengal was even true·with the control of infant 

mortality rate. Whereas this rate in case of West Bengal was 63 per thousand 

in 1990 it came down to 51 per thousand ,in 2001. And India's infant 

mortality rate in 1990 was 80 per thousand whereas .in 2001 it was reduced 

to 51 per thousand.. Given below is a table c<?ntaining birth rate; mortality 

rate, anc;l infant morfcllity rate that compares West· Bengal and India's position 

in 1991 and'200L 
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1990 2001. 

Birth Rate• WB-28.2 WB-20.5 

IND-30.2 IND-25.4 

Mortality Rate• · WB- 8.4 WB- 6.8 

IND- 9.7 IND- 8.4 

Infant Mortality Rate* WB-63 WB-51 

IND- 80 IND- 66· 

Table 1.8: A table comparing birth and mortality rate between India and 

West Bengal. 

*All the figures in per thousand. 

(Source: WBHDR; 2004; 11) 

In the- recent past the Government of West Bengal declared a new 

'package' for the common people to achieve more success in dropping infant 

mortality rates (IMR). The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, West 

Bengal· has declared that· if any pregnant woman goes to any government 

hospital for any kind of clinical diagnosis or operation, she will be provided 

with financial assistance. Moreover if any pregnant woman belonging to1 BPL · 

household; SC/ ST category. comes to the government hospitals' slie will· get· 

Rs .. 700 .. Taking source from the Ministry of Health and·f7arnily Welfare;, the 

researcher· adds that. till the year 2002, IMR in West Bengal was49'~per

thousand. And- among all the states in India, West Bengal ranked; 17th. The 

IMR in rural West Bengal is 52 per thousand,, which was better than· the 

national average of 63 per thousand (ABP, .Dec .. 25, 2006). 

Furthermore, in the state, 60% of total IMR took place · before 

children crossed one year of age. During 2004-05~ in the state, 1647 women 
- . . 

died either before delivery or within 6 weeks of delivery. 670 women among 

them died during the time of delivery. During this period, within the age of 1 
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year, 19731 children-died; After birth; within 7 days 12!55 childr~n died' and 

within 1 month of birthc3592 children died (ABP} Sep. 09, 2006):· 

Life expectancy at birth rate of West Bengal is also better than the 

national context. While using Guha Roy20 (2003) as source, the WBHDR-2004 

tells us that in the year 2001, the life expectancy in West Bengal Jor a male 

was 65, which was higher than the national average of 64 and for a female it 

was 69 which was higher than the national average of 65 (WBHDR; 2004; 

12). 

Poverty in West Ben'gal 

Now let- us come to the core question: of poverty._ in We$t Bengal. This.- is 

something, which has: relevance for our study: Several post -indepent;Jent 

surveys showed that West- Bengal. suffered from. food ·crisis as: a:state, Almost 

all the studies revealed one· important fact that West Bengal's, poverty was· 

higher than that of"' the . national average. According to; "India, Poverty; 

Employment and':SociaL·Services" (19~9.; .176-H7)1 the raterof::.poverty and 

ultra poverty in West~Bengal ill the 1970s and'.1980s wer~:as follews:~· 

YEAR;-. RURAL POYERTY~ ; UR.BAN PQ\/ERT¥·: 
' 

1970- 67.6'- 35.1 

1983. 60.6' 38.6 ' .. 

1988 57.6 36.1·~ 

Table 1.9: Rural and urban poverty in West• Be,ngal. 

20 Guha Roy; Samir and Sen;. Kasturi 2002. Partners of Health Care Utilization and 
Ependiture: A Household Survey in an Indian State: West Bengal1999, lSI, Kolkata. 
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YEAR '· ULTRA RURAL POVERTY . ULTRA URBAN;POVERTY ; 

1970 44.1 18.5 
' 

1983 37.t 19.0 

1988 33.9 16.0 

Table 1.10: Ultra rural and ultra urban poverty in West Bengal.· 

A similar kind of study was conducted almost in the same period by 

Minhas (1968-69) to know India's poverty scenario. And in :that survey it was·· 

found that in 1968-69 when India's 50.6 per.cenf1 population lived below the: -.. 

poverty line, in West· Bengaf22 quite higher perc~ntage of population lived, 

below the poverty line; 

According to Datt and Ravallion (1990) in- 1983, 54.37 per cent 

population lived below the poverty line. 

In an issue of 'Economic and Political-Weekly' (July· 6-13, 1991) West 

Bengal's poverty picture was as follows (Minhas et el; 1991; 1681): 

YEAR;-; RURA!i. POVERJv.,. URBAN POVERTY TOTAL.: ' 

., n ' 
1987 -88·,,: 57.2 30.6 49.8:;; : 

Table: 1.11: Rural and urban p9verty, in wey: B¢ngabin 19~7"'88. 

· (Source: Minhas·et el; 1991; 1681)' 

Taking from a Planning Commission report, we·. cim add here_ that in 1999-

2000, the poverty rate in West Bengal was 27 per cent, which was-slightly

higher than the national average· of 26 per cent. One~ of the important 

2
l Datt & Sundharam; 1993; 308-324. _ 

22 .,51.33 per cent according to Ministry of Finance, Government of India. 
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characteristiCs of West Bengal's poverty is· that it is highly rural centric. In 

West Bengal, rural absolute poverty ratio. is· 84 per· cent (in. 1999-2000) 

whereas the national average in this regard was 74' per eent (WBHDR; 2004; 

9). 

Now let us come to some recent estimates. One important thing is 

noticed in the 55th round survey of NSSO that West Bengal's rural poverty 

declined in 1999-2000 from the year 1993-94. It is true that 55th round 

survey of the NSSO generated some controversies because· of the method it 

used to measure poverty. Later on however NSSO published one adjusted 

data on poverty. For the sake of our purpose· we:discuss both adjusted· and 

non-adjusted part of the NSSO data ... According to th~ 'NSSO survey in 1993-

94, rural poverty in West Bengal was 35.47'per cent.. Rural~ poverty was 

highest among the' agri-labour communities with 54.75 per cent. The 

condition of the agri-labour dass slightly improved.in.1999-2000, when we see 

that 47.03 percent population (adjusted) belonged.to thee poor class. The rate 

according to unadjusted data was 45.10 per·cent~But even in this;year agrh 

labour class had the highest percentage of poor·people.(WBHQR; 2004; 81). 

In 1993-94, the 'other labour' czategory ··had' 50.77 per cent poor. 

population. This: category ~anks second after: '·agri-laoour'. class. But according; 

to the NSS 55~ round adjusted survey;. 32;74 per cent' (in case ofi noo

adjusted·survey it was,31.75 per cent): peop!e;:·suffer~d frqm poverty •.. Rurah .

poverty among the s.¢1f.-employed in noil-ag!i~ulturEf:group was 22.80tpercent

in the year 1993-94.:·Aft;er reducing th~ rate:ittot~cned~!o· 21.24 per. cen~· (f\JSS 

55th round'iadjusted ·data). According to unadjuste~:l·d~ta .this· rate was 2Q. 7,9 
i 

per cent (WBHDR; 2004; 81). 

In place of rural poverty the fourth. position is occupied:.by the 'self

employed in agriculture class'. Having 9.17 per cent. poverty rate; tl:fe~others' 

category ranked last in the poverty table. In 1999-2000, 55th:- round of 

adjusted poverty estimated that this category had 14.59 per cent poor 
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population. This was 13.14 per cent according to unadjusted data .. This was 

the. soh~ group whose rate of poverty, increased in. the period 1993~94 to; 

1999-2000 (WBHDR; 2004; 81). There: however is··a,de~ate·on the:questiom 

on the correct estimates. of poverty. rate. Suryakanta·. Mishra, .. Minister of 
' . 

Panchayat's in West Bengal said that- poverty· rate· in West Bengal would be 

higher if international standards are used to estimate it (ETV Bangia news; 

Jan. 13, 2007; 7 pm). 

We note that there was a decrease in poverty even if it was not a 

significant drop. Why was there a decrease in poverty? The decrease in 

poverty· rate accor:ding to: KoHli (1987) -'took place·. because CPI (M) as a 

political£ party applied its;political and classcbases.:to attack rural poverty -in a 

systematic way (Kohli; 1987; 117). Despite of this-decrease rural-poverty in 

West:~Bengal is complex and massive in nature. Forr.' 3-4 decades. after 

independence, the· percentage· of rural poverty· was around 65 per· cent.· 

During the same period, the national average of rural poverty was 45:.50 per 

cent. Planning Commission in another survey found that in 1999-2000:when 
' . 

the rate: of poverty in West Bengal was 31.85 per cent,Jn the case of India it 

was relatively lesser with 26.0 percent. 
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In: 1999•2000, the number of people living BPL in India and: Wesf. 

Bengal~3 were as follows:. 

(7 Day recall period) 

STATE/COUNTRY RURAL URBAN COMBINED 

No. of %of No. of %of No. of 
%of 

Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons 
Persons 

(Lakhs) (Lakhs) (Lakhs) 

INDIA. 1713;35 24.02 612;57 ·21.59 2325.92 23.33 

WESJ BENGAL· ' 154:04:' 27.24 31~06 13.83 185.1 23.43 

Table~1.12: .Comparing; rural_ and urban poverty. between .West ~pgal, 

(Source: Press Information Bureau, Govt. of India, Februar)1-2001) 

WBHDR, 2004 gives·. us a data~..fro"mr.NSS central sample.· for West 

Bengal, which estimates; rural poveJ:ty by,. type ofo£ household. And.' in 

that estimate it is· found~ that .. poverty is highest in number in the 

category of agri-labour; 

23 Notes.: h· Poverty Ratio of'Assam is usedifor:. Sikkim, Arunachal: Pradesh, 
Meghalaya;;J . · · , 

· Miiorahi, Manipur,_ Nagali:u:'id and~Tripura. 
2. Poverty-Lirie.of.Maharashtr~ .. and ~xpenditure distributiQn of Goa is used to 

estimate Poverty·ratio~of G.<;)a~-
3. Poverty~Lioe of_Hifnachai'Pradesh._and ExpenditUre Distribution ofdammu 

&oKashmir~is used. to estimaj:e Poverty ration of Jammu & Kasf:imir-. 
4. Poverty, Ratio.of Tamil Nadl:l.'is used for Pondicherry and ·Andaman· & 

Nicobar; ' ·, . 
Island. 

5. Urban PovertY Ratio ofPunjab used for both rural-and urban Poverty of 
Chandigarh~ . 

6. Poverty1 Line of Maharashtr~: and Expenditure distribution of Dadra: & Nagar 
HaveliHs-used~to estimate Poverty Ratio-of Dadra &Nagar Haveli. 

7. Poverty:Ratjo.of Goa is:used,for Daman & Diu. 
8. Poverty~Ratio of Kerala. is used for··Lakshadweep~ 
Q. Urban Poverty_ Ratio of Rajasthan may be treated as tentative. 
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% OF POPULATION BELOW POVERTY 
%,pF HOUSEHOLD TYPE 

IN TOTAL POOR 
LINE 

POPULATION~. 

1999·2000 1999-2000. 1999·2000 .· 
1993-94 1993-94 

(unadjusted) (adjusted) (adjusted) 

Self-employed in 
30.18 27.96 29.20 17.40101 20.26504 

non-agriculture 

Agri-labour 54.75 45.10 .. 47.03 46.46589- 54.94525. 

Other Lab~ur · 50.77 31.75 32.74 13.81685 5.421~06 

Self-employed in-
agriculture .. 22.80 20.79:' 21.24:) 20 .. 12467. 15.32448. 

-
Others 9.17 ~ 13.14 -14.59~,. 2,~191577 . 4.043729i~·. 

All 35.47 31.66:"· 32.91' 100 100-

Table·1.13: Percentage of population living below the~poverty·line by' 

means of different working·classes (in RuraEWest Bengal). 

(Source: WBHDR; 2004;. 81) 

Frorri:-: the· table it can be. noted that the pop,ulation related~- with· 

agriculture i~, more than: half.< of the. population; of the~I3PL category .. Ag_IJ.> 

labour anc:Fself·employed, in agriculture,categories ha.ve .~ear: about 6B.2T per .. 

cent BPL pqpulation . 
. '\ 

If we go through to find ·out the causes behind West Bengal!s higher 
. . . 

-rate of poverty in terms· of national: context we find:·.th~~· in 1980-81'West'· 

Bengal only, had 9.8 per cent share in ~otal value of indu~trial QUtput in: India; 

In later years there was; a fall and it toucHed:. S,O_per c~lit in,·1997-98. The' 

situation has· not changed . in: case of food grain consumption ei.the,r in the 
. . 

state. West Bengal's per capita food;grain c;onsumption was'41'6 gm; per day 
in 199o·~ But unfortunately in the year 2001 it declined~,to 418 gm per day. 
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NSSO survey states that in 1987-88· per capita: caloric consumption was 2200 

caloric per day. But this also declined~ to 2150 calories ii1199~-2000. 

Estimating poverty, NSSO considered state-specific poverty lin~ (in 

2004-05) in Rs. per capita pe~ month in this way: 

SI.No. State/ UTs · Rural Urban 

1 Andhra Pradesh 292.95 542.89 

2 Assam. 387.64 378.a4 

3 Bihar~- .. 354.36 ; 435.00 

4 Chhattisgam·-:. , . 322.41 560:00 . 
.. 

5' Delhi-'. '· 410.38 612.91: 

s: Goa 362.25 665.90 

7 Gujarat. : 353.93 541.16 

8 Haryana : 414.76 504.49 

9 Himachal Pradesh 394.28: 504.49 

10 Jammu & Kashmir 391-.26 553.n 

11 Jharkhand . 366.56:. 451.24 

12 Kama taka 324.17.' 599.66: 

13· Kerala-" 430:12 .. . 559.39= . 
,, -

14 Madhya Rradesh·. 327.78: 570.15. 

15 Maharashtrat 362.25, 665:90' 

16·: Orissa.- 325.79, 5_28:49J 

17 Punjao-- 410;38; : 466.16; 

18 Rajasthan 374:57'· 55R63~ 

19 Tamil Nadu- · 351:86-~ 547.42 

20~ Uttar Pradesh 365f84-- 483.26. 

21 Uttarakhand 478.02• 637.67.: 

22 West Bengal~ 382:82 449.32 

23 Dadra 8i NagarHaveli 362.25. 665.90' 
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,, 
Alllndia24 356.90 538.60 

Table 1.14: NSSO recommended poverty line in India (in 2004-0S). 

(Source: http:/ /planningcommission.nic.in/news/prmar07 .pdf) 

And taking the above criteria, one fact came into the front on poverty 

in West Bengal that there was 24.7 per cent people that lived below the 

poverty line. Obviously the rural poverty ratio (28.6 per cent) is higher than 

the urban poverty ratio (14.8). The rural, urban and combined poverty ratio 

of West Bengal and India are shown in a table below: 

STATE/COUNTRY ., RURAL URBAN COMBINED 

No. of %of No; of %of No. of 
%of 

Persons:·· Persons Persons Persons . Persons 
Persons 

(Lakhs)- (Lakhs), (Lakhs) 

INDIA. 2209.24:,, 28:3' 807.96 25.7 3017.20; 21.5 

WEST: BENGAL 173.22 28.6C 35.14 14.8 208.36': 24'.7 

Table 1.15: Comparison on rural and urban poverty between India 

and West Bengal. 

(Source: http:/ /planningcQmmission.nic.in/news/prmar07 .pdf) 

In late· 1990s1 the West·; Bengal's:. per capita state domestiC product; 

(SOP) was just_ af:>'ove: the national average. NSSO says thab per capita: 

<;onsumption· expenditure was.-Rs. 572 per· month in 1999-2000f·which~was: 
. . 

quite less tl)an·Rs. 591 per month of, the national average (WBHDI3.; 2004; 6) .. 

24 The poverty· line. (implidtt~at all-India level- is worked out from the expenditure:
class-wise.distribution:of persons-(based on URP-consumption, that=is, consumption· 
data collected· from 3Cklay recalr period -for all items) and the poverty ratio· at all-· 
India level. The poverty ratio at all-India is obtained as the weighted average· of the· 
state-wise poverty ratio. 
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And regarding the criteria of basic household amenities, _performance 

of West Bengal"'is poorer than the,:national average. The data !.revealed the 

fact that in late 1990s, 16 per cer;tt rural·and· 68 per cent urban household 

had pucca houses. But during the· same period 29 per cent rural and 71 per 

cent urban household in India had pucca houses (WBHDR; 2004;· 9). 

There are studies like that of Rawal, Swaminathan, and 

Ramachandran25 (2003) that tells us that although the credit for the· highest 

growth rate in food grain production goes to West-Bengal, this rate however 

has been declining in" the recent years (WBHDR; 2004; 75). 

West Bengal- is a middle-income -state in terms of per capita.: income 

(SDP) and also in terms of_ per capita•consumptlon expenditure.· In;the above 

categories, this state ranked 9th auf of '15 major states in India in 2000-01. In 

case of West Bengal one thing is;noticeable that its- SDP growth-makes a 'U' 

turn. from the first three decades to the next two decades after 

independence. In the first three decades after independence,~ the: SDP 

growth in case of West Bengal was· found below. tile national average.. But in-

the next two decades the state was able: to uplift·Jts, position. What is more in· , 

the 1990s, the aggregate SDP growth .of the W.¢st Bengal: was found second 

highest in the country only after Kamatal<_a ~\fi.(BHDR;~2004; 73). 

The performance of the- state is no~ well in 'Education-- for am 

programme. This is. a dream programme- adopted;- by. state: c!nd union~ 

governments to eradicate• illiteracy· from the. state. The Union Minster for· . 

Human Resource and·, Development.:. Arjlln· Sing!:~· report~, that" the: 

performance of West Bengal; Bihar, and Manipur: is not $atisfactory.., School: . . 

dropout rate in West aengal. for the male students is 76:31- per cent (from 

class I to X). It is higher in the ca~e of female- students, which is 8.4.44 per 

25 Rawal~ Vikas;_ Swaminathan, Madhura;· Ramachandran, VK (2002): Agriculture in 
West Bengal: Current tr~nds and:directions.for future growth. Background; Paper 
submitted for West Beng~f State Development Repqrt and Perspective 2007-08, 
Kolkata. · 
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cent. In all, there~is 80;24 per cent school dropout incident that. takes place in · 

West Benga_l. This?rate i~Ngher than.the national average of-62:69 per: cent.. 

Education h~.s adirett':linR with poverty eradication;J!f this prqg~mmeJaiiS'iL 

will directly make· an adverse effect on poverty:. eradication {ABP, Sep. 04, 

?006) .. 

In case of rural poverty, in 1983 West Bengal. ranked second only 

after Bihar. During that time West Bengal's rural poverty was 68 ·-per cent 

where as at the national level it was 48A per cent26 (Echeverri-Gent; 1995; 

131). According; to a· recent report that quoted:,Buddhadeb Bhattacharya, the 

Chief Minister of the State· who saidthat at'present4612 villages in the··~tate . 

is very; poor, Total ~00 -villages among: these:~· are: situated. in Purulia (ABP, 

Dec. 07, 2007). According· to: NSSCts 61~ rounq survey,. 9 per cent p~ople·in 

India do not: get food properly. And ac::cording·~·tmtlie:rural· household survey 

this-figure in. West. Bengal is 3-3.S;per cent; In· West Bengal;: totaH'i Crore 33 · 

lakh.: people- live•' in rural areas. Bankiin Ghosh, . Minister of- state for 

'Panchayat and Ri.Jral development' said that the Goyernment ·of West Bengal 

has started a new project named 'Sahai' for the poorest of the poor section of 

the state's population (Ganashakti;:Mar. 13~ 2008): 

; . 
Now:the;questipn· is who.~wm· be considered as the po'o'r:,·of the poorest 

in the state? In -this cohnektioli, _ Dilip Ghosh~ Secretary; Minist~ ofPi:mchayat ~ 

and ·Rural-- De~eloRm~f:!t informed us, thaftheir deRartment fixed 1_6: c[it~r;ia '-lo ' 

q:msider a person· suitable: to:;rec~ive::assi$ince from .. '~ahq\~~ project. These 
. .... . . . . . ' 

criteria_:are: 

i) Those- who do. not fi~ve any. kind· of resi~ence (~.g. who. live;, in 

footP,c:Jth, near rail· line; or. in jungle)~ 

ii) Thos~ who live in-,open 'places or liv~ in Schools; Mandir, or Mosques. 

26 The e~uthor collected this d(lta from the article written lly Kakawani N,and Subbarao 
K 1990: Rural Poverty and Its Alleviatioi'rin India. Economic and Political Weekly Vol-
25; No- 13; Mar 13, 1990. -
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iii) If the head~ of: the family is a widow; divorcee, or a~-victim of social 

exploitation. 

. iv) If the head of the far:nily is unmarried (women} or become· widow in 

younger age:' 

v) If the person who is the main source of family's income is affected by 

any severe diseases. 

vi) No members of the family is in·a position to get any income. 

vii) If the main source of income of the family is beggary . 

. viii} If any woman is sociaiJy victimized in a poor way. 

-ix) If the main earning member of a poor family have,died recently. 

x) If the. main earning member of" a family' become an qddict of aloohol 

or any other; kinds of drugs~ 

xi) If any family is: living only on eating vegetables or small snails. 

xiiy- If the family waste most of the. times: in collecting drinking water· or 

fuel. 

. xiii) If the family is a victim of any natural calamities. 

xiv) If the familyts income is related with'.·'Mahajani'27 based, i.e. they have 

to take money from higher.interestf~om the:'Mahajan':· 

xv)- If the family· is· suffering of:fdo9 'shorta~e in. a particular period· in a 

year:· 

xviY: If the family: is somehow a victim qf social d~fachment: 

The project has alreaqy been~ launched in· West Midnapdre,· Purulia~ 

Bankura, and Hooghly: district,s asia 'piJo~ one~ Dilip Ghosh stated that those 

27 Iri this system thep.oor people are taking money as loans witli a higher rate of 
interest from the rich people. These reach people are call~p 'Mahajan'·and the whole 
system is called as 'Mahajani' System. 
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who do: not have any means or source of income would receive mid-day meal 

arranged by the SHGs (Ganashakti;· Mar. 13, 2008)~ · 

The Panchayati Raj sy~tem that came into· existence helped·, change 

the political· economy of the state. Successful implementations: of the 

'Operation Barga' (programme for sharecroppers) and land redistribution 

were one of the outcomes of panchayati raj. All the above-mentioned 

programmes directly had a connection in annual agricultural growth; The 

annual agricultural growth rate between 1949 and 1980was 1.74 per cent. 

But this rate increased during the period of 1981-82 to 1990-91 with 6.4 per 

cent (Sanyal~ Biswas &· Bardhan, 1998).- Ghosh· (l998}also opined that this 

growth helped reduce~poverty rate ·in West. Bengal. In, this connection we 

want. to quote. Chatterjee (1998)-.to whom "Both the:perc~htage of. poor and 

the number of poor i11 rural West Bengal hast declined sharply~ during the 

1980s ... this decline~ is· largely due:rto a combination :of. technology---induced 

productivity upsurge in agricultural production, and institutional reforms like 

operation· barga, land redistribution and decentralized · planning througli 

elected panthayats". There is hardly any doubt thatthe. beneficiaries of the?e 

programmes.are the poorest section of the state.and these reforms made the 

elected institutions more responsible for implementing different deve!opment 

schemes~ 

The~ per capita income iri· West Bengal was 16072·:26::in 2000-2001: 

Althoug~ it seems quite lesser;. in cot:~trast to; Punjab;, Har{ana, De!~i or:. 

national average but there was" an increase from the previo_us years.-· ;:rhis 

reflec:tion of incre~se in per capi\LJ:Jncome is seen·~ in.cthe' J),etcentage···of poor. 

people. In 199J-94 where WeseBengal had 35.47 per:cent p0Qi"·population; 

in the year 1999~2000 it declined, to 31.66 per cent (WBHDR;·2004; 79-81). 

In 1993-94; agri-labour: section of the state (in rural areas) had the 

highest percentage of poverty with 54.75 per cent. The· poverty rate. in self

employed: in non-agricultural sector was 30.18 per cent, which· was quite 
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higher than self-employed in agricultural community (22.80 per c~nt). In· 

1999-2000, poverty declined in all' the above mentioned'- sections of., thef 

people. In this year agri-labour community· had ~7.0328 per-- cent poor:· 

population. Self-employed in non-agr;iculture and self-:employed in: agriculture· 

sectors had 27.96 per cent and 20.79 per cent poor,'population respectively·· 

(WBHDR; 2004; 81). 

Bard han and Mookherjee estimated· that, in West Bengal, land. 

distributed to the-landless was nearly about:S;,7% which· was quite higher' 

than most of the states (1% or less. thanJthat). The record of Tenancy· 

Registration was also higher than many. otq~r~ state,s. This~ programme·: is. 

popularly, known as 'dj)eration Barg~' that. had~ affected,· 6Wo cultivable land¥! 

and over·, 50°/o of all tenants. Furthermore . .they ar;gued that;, the three; tier 

panchayati raj system (with regular elections since 1978) has given the local' 

people some responsibility to implement-programmesincludif:lg·.IRDP29 credit,. 

agricultural extension,_ and creation of; locaL infrastructure-.· like- medium. 

irrigation;, school builcling and so on (Bardhan & Mookherjee; SCID 

Conference; 2006; http://scid.stanford.ed_u/events/PanAsia/ 

Prese.ntations/Mookherj~%206-2-06.pdf}. 

A• report that was published by· the NSSO'··of Government of IQdia 

entitled£ "Perceived- Acfequacy, of Food· Con~umption'~ in Indian Hou~eh0lds _ 

2004-:05<' stated that "th~: percentag~::of rurc:JI:, housetiolq. not' getting_ enough ... 

food ev¢ry day in some montfis ofthe year was the:highestHii'•We~ Bengal·;~ 

{10.6;· per: cent) followed by Orissa ( 4:8 per. cent).~' The provioc:es which- are .. 

least affe~ed by,_ food inC!dequacy were HarY,ana a·ncl Rajas~han. Assam wi~h. · 

3.6%: was place~r at. the top in the. criteri~ 'ho!Jseholds:- that cfidi not: get. 

enough food every daY: in any month of the.-year'; In this c:titerion Orissa: and 

Bengal were placed after Assam with 1.3% each. According~ to the report, 

12% of rural households- in west aengal:are facing.occasioncil or continuous 

huriger and starvation. 

28 However as per non-adjustment data this figure was 45.10 per cent. 
29 Integrated Rural Development Programme. 
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The NSSO:surveys held that betWejm-1983 and l99J-94,ruraf,poverty· 

in West Beng_al snarply dropped! from 63.6 per cent to 41,2 per cent. But in 

spite of:ithis· an alarming condition is seen in the· socio'-economic category as· 

we have discussed in the last' paragraph. In these ten years the poverty ratio 

dropped to 22.4 per cent with an annual deceleration rate of 2.24 percentage· 

points. This can be counted as a great achievement. Actually this was the 

period when the positive effects of 'Operation Barga~. (1978-1982) started to 

come out. But from the mid 1990s the rate of growth in agricultural sector; 

noticed a decline in· the state. Thatrs why annual· deceleration rate of poverty. 
. . 

during 1993-94 and 2004-05 was just 1.15, almost half from the. period· 1983: 

and_, 19~3-94 .. :The total poverty. in~ rural Bengal declined during 1993-94 and:: 

2004-os: was fr;om 41.2 per:· cent to 28;5 per cent. One of the main reasons· 

behind this slow: deceleration .. is "lack:- of. endeavour by the. state· t0 boost 

agricultural: production and growth .... " Moreover there.was'hardly any public . 
investment that took place in the' agricultural sector. Even:'the manipulators. 

did not give the:~ proper price to the .farmers .. The process of land reforms 

halted: durihg .this period (Bandyopadhyay; The Statesman; Apr. 14, 2007)1 

N.orth: Bengal 

Now.let1us briefl},: look-at the North BengaJ;region; the~term 'North.B~ngal"is 

one. of the:.ol~est' al}long tHe: terms like!·'E:as,t BengaV,,:'West: Bengal'; 'South· 

Bengal~;-- and ~North: Bengal~ (Ghosh;~ 200~;~ 1). ~ Ghosh': (ibid; p. 52)'-'adds:' 

furtherr.th~f: literally: 'Northern Bengal'"'is'i 'Nortn: Beng~l'. and Vis-a-vis. The·: 

British· India-government for the:·first tinie:used:triis term while discussing the:· 
' . . 

famine: of-1770. It is· seen that from the earliest:,decade·of' the last centur:y, 

the British; staffs' started to coin' the ter[Tl :~'N,6rth, Bengal' in their: appli,cc;ttions 

comprising. prayer for transfer from this-region (ibip;._p. 55). 

North Bengal is COil!prised- of six districtsz namely;~ Darjeeling, 

JalpaiQ'uri, Coochbehar; Uttar (Nortf:l) Dinajpur, D;;~kshim(South} Dlnajpur, and. 

Maida. Since· 1963; these region·: has bee.n reorganized under Jalpaiguri 

division. Afterwar;ds a separate ejdininistrative identity started: to grow up for 
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this:.; region·· (Socioeconomic Perspective ' Plan for-- North Bengal!:~ 2001-2010; : 

2001; 6). The: totC!_I ·area of the· North: Bengat is about 21, .000~ sq km and it1 

occupies .. 24 per cent area,;- of the: State~ (PC; Report::: on. Compar,ative · 

Backgrounds of,North Bengal Regjon;.:2002; 2):· Let us briefly have a. look aL 

some of the. specific :features of the region before we come to. the question of' 

poverty in the region .. 

Demography 

Let us turn ·to the demography of the region· first~ As per the first. census . . 
(1951); of1 post ·independent· India, North Bengal had: a· popuiation- of 39:58 ~ 

lakhs•. But,· sjnce· then a~:,rapid, growtb i~r seen in-~~ the_ population,' of Nt:;.lfth':· · 

Bengal. And :in the 2001- census,: it is founq tnat North Bengal. had. a'.: 

population of';147.2f lakhsi:' In_; 19SH·North<:Beng!=)L had 15 per-cent~·share· in·,! 

West Bengal's; tptal POP..ulation., which. increased: ..to :tK34 percent~ in· thE:! year~ 

200l (Socioeconomic Perspective Plan for North1 Ber~gal 2001-2019; 2001; · 

44) ... 

The decennial population growth rate ofthis. region during: 1991-200l 

(22.31' per cent}' is: quite higher than the·average of,West. B.engalj,which was;) 

only;: 17.84 per. cent. .. North ;Beng~l: is 6asically{a· rural based regiqn and· three : 

districtS. of- this; regi_on namely' CoochoehC!rt Jalpaiguri~~" and~ tWo D.inajpur'st 

tqgether ·have_' ~ rcatio of: Schedule Cc!ste:1 p_opulation more ·than. the, state; 

average. on-:- the: other tiandj the: two, other districts· of North··: Bengal i.e. , 

Darjeeliilg anq Jalpaiguri have ·a, rate~ oft.-13.8' per cent and 21-· per, cent; 

schedule tribe· population. The. ratio of scheguled tribe· population' in these-
' , . . 

two districts is· also; much high~r than the:-<state average (PC; Report on-· 

Comparative Bac:kgrounds ofNortli BengaJ R,egion;·2'002;: 2). 
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: 
% SC<Population- 1-·. % ST:Population .•. IS 

' -. -
SI.No. Districts;, 1991\ 198~ 197J' 

·. 
1991 ~~ 1981 1971 ~ ,r ,. .. 

~ 

1 ;~ Coochbehar-.; 51.76: 49.84 47.Q3<. 0.6.1 0.57 0.60 .; ' >, 

2 Dar{eeling.:t' 16.15: 14.25 12.58 13.78 14.75 10.60 

3 Jalpaiguri 36.99 34.61 34.02 21.04 22.20 19.35 

4 Maida 18.12 : 16.89 16.48 6.50 7.54 6.43 

5 Dinajpur (both 28.97 28.57 23.10 5.41 10.82 9.20 
Uttar and 

.' Dakshin) 

North 29.10 29.91 27.69· 16.92 11.29 11.21 .. . Be11ga1:~ ' ·-< 

' 
Rest:'of:the 21.99 20.33 .. 18.33 ; 4.55 4.44'. 3.62 : 

; 

State · ,. 
., 

E. \ .. 
'I. Total: State 23.62: ·!. 21.98 25.22_ -. 5.59 6.63: 5.72 ,. - . .-" -

Tabl~ 1.16:· Percentage: of S.C. and st pop~ulation iii differentdistricts·in 
~ ' . . . . 

West Bengal .. 

(Source: 'ReJiort on Comparative Backgrounds ofN6rth Bengal Region' prepared by the 

Institute of, Applied Manpower Research for the Planning commission, Govt. of India, Nov,. 

2002; p_. 10) 

The. densif:Y,,.o~ population in the; six'distrid;S of' the Norttl: B~r:igal: during ·1991. 

andi-20,{>2 v:/a$~,-

DistMts~ 
\ 

., 1991->· 2002 
. 

Darleeling; 413 510: 

Jalpaiguri~ 450 547· 

Coochbehar:,, 641 732:.' 
-

Uti~r- Dinajpur ·• 604 778' 

Dakshin Dil)ajpur 555 677 

Maid_!_!. 70_6 881 

North Bengal** 551 700.95 
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West Bengal, I~ 767 904 

Table 1.1~7:··. Pppulation, density: in North;:Bengq!· districts .. 

[Source: The data"Jor all the distrigs inCluding West Bengarate t:akemfrom WBHDR, 2004; p.: 

10 and the data for North Ben!;!al has been calculatedJroiT) P,. 9:and 'p.12 of the 'Report on 

Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region' By·Institute of Applied Manpower Research 

(A study sponsored by Planning Commission, Govt. of India), Nov, 2002]. 

The Economy of North Bengal 

Let us come to the economy of the region, which has a direct bearing on the 

condition of the people i'1 this region. To uni;Je~stand the various aspects· of a 

reg_ional economy one has to focus.;on. four criteria:. 

a) distribution: of workers across occ~pational category; 

b) agricultural.:productivity; 

c) institutional credit; and 

d) district domestic product. 
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These four categories are briefly discussed below: 

a) The occupational structure in North Bengal region in the years 1991 

and 2001 were as follows: 

%Agricultural 
Agricultural %Workers in %Workers in 

51. Workers 
Labourers per Manufacturing Manufacturing 

No. 
Districts cultivator (Household (Non-Household 

1991 2001 1991 2001 sector) sector) 

1 . Coochbehar. 74.22 85.86 0.54 . 0.78 2.31 4.80 

2 Darjeeling 36.55 29.43 0.47 0.70 0.62 6.59 

3 Jalpaiguri 46.29 48.22 0.58 0.87 1.13 5.97 

4 Maida 69.21 71.20 1.00 1.48 3.55 8.71 

5 · Dinajpur 78.15 89.13 0.59 1.27 1.94 4.01 

North Bengal 63.47 68.67 0.72 1.08 2.02 5.91 

Rest of the 
55.61 58.37 0.91 1.39 5.00 11.03 

State 

Total State 57.18 60.49 0.86 .31 4.40 10.00 

Table 1.18: Occupational structureJn North BE;!ngal region. 

[Source: 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region' prepared by the 

Institute of Applied Manpower Research (A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt: of 

India, Nov. 2002, p. 15)]: 

From the above chart, it is clear that in these two decades, North 

Bengal had more percentage of agricultural-labour~ than the state's _average. 

But the region had less percentage of manufacturing (both in household and 

non-household sector) workers-than state average. 

b) The production of food grain yield in North Bengal region is 

not giving us a satisfactory picture in terms of West Bengal's 

average production. In 1990-91, the food grain yield in this 
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c) 

region was 1411 kg per hectare whereas in the state it was 

1735 kg per hectare. The following chart wilr show the fobd 

grain production of the five districts of Nortti Bengal separately 

for the year 1990-91. 

Districts kg/ ha (in 1990-91) 

Coochbehar 1303 

Darjeeling 1151 

Jalpaiguri 931 

Maida 1693 

Dinajpur 1601 

Table 1.19: Food grain yield (kg/ ha) in North Bengal districts {1990-91) .. 

(Source: 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region', By Institute of Applied 

Manpower Research (A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt. of India, Nov. 2002, p 

16). 

According to the above table the condition of Jalpaiguri district in food 

grain yield is worst among all the districts of the North BengaL· The situation 

of the Northern districts in agricultural productivity was· also poor in· the· 

period.-1977-78 and 1995-96. Except two districts, Maida and Dinajpur no 

district was able to cross the state average.:. 

The growth in Agricultural Productivity-in WesfBengal·is as follows: 

SI.No. Districts Growth":in Agricultural Productiviy . 

1 Coochbehar 2.47 

2 Darjeeling -

3 Jalpaiguri 1.91 

4 Maida 5.81 

5 Dinajpur 5.02 
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6 Burdwan · . 4.47 

7 Birbhum c 2.08 

8 Bankura 5.62 

9 Midnapur 6.42 

10 Howrah 4.37 

11 Hoogli 5.28 

12 24' Pgs (North+South) 4.46 

13 Nadia 7.22 

14 . Murshidabad 5.22 

15 Purulia 2.86 

West Bengal 4.97 

Table 1.20: Growth in Agricultural productivity. 

(Source: 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region' By Institute of Applied 

Manpower Research: A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt. of India), Nov. 2002, p. 16). 

From the above chart it is clear that so far as agrarian productivity is 

concerned Coochbehar and Jalpaiguri's rank are below even from drought 

prone Purulia district. 

c) The per capita agricultural. credit and industrial credit foF-North Bengal·. 

region is Rs. 159 and Rs. 179 respectively; In case of"agricultural~ 

credit,_ the amount is quite higher than the state average:of Rs. 104 

but in case of per capita industrial credit No!"th BengaVs: Rs. 179 is far 

below than the.state average of Rs. 226; 

Sl. Districts Per Capita c Per capita Depl:)sitr: Per Capita Per Capita 
No. Agriculural. ; Industrial Credit Ratio Deposit (Rs.) Credit 

Credit-(Rs.) Credit (Rs.) (Rs.) 

1 Coochbehar 59 46 1.81 2845 1539 

2 Darjeeling 128 428 2.99 24951 8333 

3 Jalpaiguri 77 455 1.97 3547 1804 
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4 Maida 80 51 2.46 2668' 1082 

5 Dinajpur 380 . 31 2.23 1737 m 

Norh Bengal 159 .. 179 2.49 5080 2036 

. 
Rest of the 71 239 3.70 3385 5190 

State 

Total State 104 226 3.09 3709 4633 

Table 1.21: A table on per capita agricultural credit, per capita industrial 

credit and deposit/ credit ratio. 

(Source: Table is taken from 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region' By 

Institute of Applied Manpower Research, A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt. of 

India, Nov. 2002, P. 1'7). 

In 1995, the per capita deposit for a North BengaLinhabitant was Rs. 

5080/- and for the whole state it was Rs. 3709; On the contrary during the 

same year, the per capita credit for an inhabitant of: North Bengal was Rs. 

2036/- when the state average was Rs. 4633. In 1995 when deposit/ credit 

ratio for the whole state was 3.09, in case of North Bengal it was 2.49. 

In the year 2001 per capita deposit and credit for North Bengal: was

Rs. 3119 and Rs. 912 respectively. It means in both the sectors the. amount 

was reduced .. Except Jalpaiguri district, the per capita deP.osit was: reduced for" 

all other districts in Nor:th Bengat And in case of per capita credit, all the:' 

districts' amount declined. 

d) In 1988-89,~the share of North Bengal in state: domestic producrwas 

14 per cent:: In 1995-96 the.SDP of North Bengal,was recorded;as Rs~ 

496 crores whereas for the whole of West Benga~ it w~s estimated at 
. . 

Rs. 1352 crores. · 

Given· below are two tables that indicate the percentage of share in 
. . . 

SDP (fable no. 1.22) and per· capita SDP of the districts (Table no. 1.23) of 

West Bengal. 

Sl. Districts 'l'o Share of SDI' Projected Value fo[ DDP 1995· 
(1988-89) 96 (Rs. In Crore)' 

1 Coochbehar 2.02 383.66 
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2 Darjeeling : 1.86" 372.85-

3 Jalpaiguri 3.23 614.22 
' 

4 Maida 
., 

2.44- 459.20 

5 Dinajpur ' 3.14 649.55 

6 Burdwan 10.40 2060.51 

7 Birbhum 3.7 680.95 

8 Bankura 3.68 667.21 

9 Midnapur 9.25 1687.65 

10 Howrah 7.00 1410.96 

11 Hoogli 7.84 1542.44 

12 24 Parganas (North+South) 22.32 4525.20 

13 Nadia 4.53 .. 849.71" 

14 Murshidabad · 4.74 > 910.55 

15 Purulia 2.77: 537.69 

West Bengal 88.99 19623.94 

Table 1.22: Percentage of share in SDP in different districtsJn West Bengal.. 

(Source: Table is taken from 'Report oil Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region', By· 

Institute of Applied Manpower Research, A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt. of 

India, 2002, P. 19).30 

SI.No. Districts Per Capita SOP SOP (1981). SOP 1991 

1981" 1991':. Rimk· Rank'· 

1 : Coochbehar 0.974 0.989 15 .- 15 
~: 

2 Darjeeling 0.448 0.578· 5 6 
~ .. 

-' 

3 Jalpaiguri 0.804 0.773" 10:.: . 11 

4 Maida. 1.00(} · .. 1.000 16: 16 

5 Dinajpur- 0.915 0.930: 13 14 

6 Burdwan 0.384 0.414· 3 5 

30 The source mentioned-by us originally collected these data-from. 'On Construction 
· of District Development Index in West Bengal', Economic and political Weekly, Voi
XXXIII, November 21-27 December 4, pp. 3019-3026). 
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7 Birbhum 0.645 0.607 7 7 

8 Bankura 0.812 0:694t 11 8 

9 Midnapur 0.939 0.831 14 12 

10 Howrah 0.328 0.244. 2 2 

11 Hoogli 0.422 0.326 4 3 

12 24 Parganas 0.449 0.345 6 4 
(North+South) 

13 Nadia 0.803 0.771 9 10 

14 Murshidabad 0.827 0.844. 13 13 

15 Purulia . 0.736 0.712 8 9 

Table 1.23: Per capita SOP of the various districts in West Bengal. 

(Source: Table is taken from 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region':By 

Institute of Applied Manpower Research~ A study sponsored by planning commission, Govt. of 

India, Nov. 2002, P 19).31 

It is therefore clear from the table that Oarjeeling is the sole district, 

which is placed in the first 10 districts in terms of SOP. Unfortunately one of 

the districts, Maida. of the North Bengal= occupies the last position in that list. 

The rank of the other three districts; Jalpaiguri, Oinajpur (Uttar and Oakshin 

together) and Coochbehar in thaflist are 11, 14 and 15 respectively in 1991. 

Eight indicators have been used by the Institute of. Applied Manpower 

Research in their 'Report on Comparative· Backwardness of·· North Bengal 
. . 

Region' to prepare a development index for all the districts: of. West Bengal.· 

A table containing composite scores was given·.·in the book 'Report on 

Comparative Backgrounds of North Bengal Region' (2002; 22). The criteria 

31 The source mentioned by us originally collected these data, from 'UrbaniSation and 
Human Development in West Bengal, A District. Level study and Comparison. with 
Iner- State Variation~/ Economic and Political Weekly, VOL-XXXIII, November 21-27 
December 4/ pp. 3027-3032. 
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taken for preparing it are; i),cultivator to agricultural labour ratio;. ii) percent 

workers manufacturing. (NHH+HH); iii) Deposif,;.credit ratio; iv) food' grain· 
-

yields (kg/ha); v) Per capita agriculturaL.credit; vi) per capita industrial credit; 

vii) per capita deposits; and viii) per capita credit. 

And from this table we came to know that the top most position is 

occupied by Darjeeling district. But if anybody looks at it very carefully then 

he finds that the success of Darjeeling mainly comes because of its success in 

one-criterion i.e. higher per capita bank deposits. If this is excluded 

Darjeeling. falls to the 5th position. The ranks of other districts of the .North 

Bengal (the chart excluded Kolkata and includes two Dinajpur's together) are:

Coochbehar- 10; Jalpaiguri- 6; Maida- 11and''Dinajpur- 4. It reveals that 

Coochbehar and -Maida districts are the- poorest among .all the districtsdn 

North Bengal.· 

· Agriculture in North .Bengal 

Since we are concerned with the question of rural poverty let us briefly turn 

to the· agricultural scenario because it has an important bearing on poverty. 

An important change is seen in the area.of cropping practice in North Bengal. 

These changes tbok:place· in.the last 40::years. The cropping, intensity, of this.·· 

region was ·117 per cent.'· And the' major areas were. either single cropped .or-· 

merely; cultivated in nature. But, .. the picture'. changed -in·-1997-98.-. By this 

time the cropping intensity: increased to:.161 :per- cent. Notable thing is that 

ror Coochbehar district, the cropping inten·sity was 200 per cent for 1997-98. 

During: the· period between 1960-61 and ·1997-98· the net. sown area (NSA) 

increased~:from 1447.57 thousandiha to:1480 thousand ha. It must however 

be mentioned that in early 1970s, the~ NSA crossed 1480 thousand .ha but 

afterwards it deelined gradually. The main reason behind the decline of NSA 

is·shifting:·of agricultural lands to other use (NBU, Socioeconomic Perspective· 

· Plan for North Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 28). 
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Intensified· cultivation: and multiple cropping systems:;; could not 

·become:. popular in this region till the· 1970s. But later it grew very rapidly. 

For:,·example we can say that1in 1960-61 when 237 thousand ha land were 

used for the above purpose, an increase of 885 thousand ha took place in. 

1997-98. In this particular field Coochbehar district was ahead of all the 

districts of North Bengal. In 1960-61, cropping intensity of Coochbehar 

district was 114 per cent and total multiple cropped land in the district was 

34, _000 ha. But by 1997-98 a revolution took place in this district and the 

total multiple cropped area increased to 253, 000 ha: The cropping ·intensity 

for the same district in the same year was 202 per cent. In 1960-61, there 

· were 84, 000 ha land that was used for multi-cropping in' Dinajpur district 

(Wttar Dakshin together) which increased to 2, 90, 000 ha in 1990-91 for 

Uttar and Dakshin Dinajpur concurrently.. Maida district also showed. an 

increase. of 79, 000 ha to 1, 52, 000-ha for the period mentioned.above (NBU, 

Socioeconomic Perspective Plan for North Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 29). The· 

NSA increased during the period between 1960-61 and 1997-98: 

approximately to 87,766 thousand ha. The NSA grew faster in Darjeeling and· 

Jalpaiguri districts than other districts. 

In 1960-61, food grains output in North Bengal region was 10.5 lakh 

MT. But in the yearc 1996-97 it touched 23.5 lakh MT i.e. more than, double. 

• Nprth.~ Bengal's ratio in West Bengal's .total food\· grains production·· ·also· 

increased during~ this period. In, 1960-61i.;;North· Bengal had a 17 :1~ per, cent. 

share·in·West Benga_l's food-grain production, in 1995.:.97 it incteasecUo 18.4 

per cent (~JBU1 Socioeconomic Perspective Plan: for North Bengal 2001-20.10; 

?001; 30). 

Agricultural· productivity of the districts of North Bengal is much lOwer 

than the districts of the South Bengal. The two obvious reasons that· are 

responsible are lack of irrigation facility~ and technology. The irrigation 

facilities are not widespread. in this region. And this reduces the. ch~nce· of · 

increase in multi-cropped area in this region. Furthermore consumption of 

fertilizers in this region is also very low. Anq till now the advanced agricultural 
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devices that are. used is very.- less in number in North Bengal. These two. 

reasons also· affect the yield oF crops in this region (NBU, Socioeconomic 

Perspective Plan for North Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 31). 

It is also found that there has been an increase in agricultural 

labourers. This is because of two reasons, namely; i) land fragmentation; and 

ii) migration of labour into rural areas. The highest growth in agricultural

laborers took pla<;:e in Uttar and Dakshin Dinajpur districts (compound growth 

0.46 per cent between 1970-71 and ·1990-91). 

The growth rate in other districts of the North Bengal is as follows: 

Names of the Districts · % of growth in Agri-Labour 

Darjeeling 0.04 

Jalpaiguri 0.25 

Coochbehar 0.05 

Maida 0.03 

Table 1.24: Percentage of.growth in Agri'labour in North ..Bengal districts. 

(Source: 'Socioeconomic Perspective. Plan for Nortl:l Bengal2001-2010', Taskforce for the 

perspect;ive pJan NBU; 2001;· 36). 

Land Reforms in Nortl:l Bengal 

Even after 'Operation Barga'·noboqy can deny the fact. that:a:.big sector cif 

tenancies in this region. is still unrecorded .. 1111 1994~95· in· Oarjeeling district, 

proportion of barga recorded was 4 per cent of total bargas.: And in case of 
. . 

Uttar and Dakshin Dinajpur districts (joiAtly) 30 per cent recorded barga was 

found out of total bargas. It is beyond a_ny doubt that a large:-scale mig·ration 

has created pressure on land in this region (NBU, Socioeconomic Perspective 

Plan for North Bengal''2001-2010; 2001; 42). 
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Commerce and Industry in North Bengal 

Now let us turn to commerce and industry in this region. Except-tea sector (in 

Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri) very few large- scale industries have been set up in 

North Bengal. A Total of 669 registered factories were found in this region in 

1991. After four years, this figure touched 748 only. Moreover registered 

industrial employment is highly centered in Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts. 

Approximately 89 per cent industrial employment of the North Bengal 

intensified here. The industrial scenario of the other four districts can be 

easily guessed from this data. The same type of situation is seen regarding 

the- setting up ·of new factories. Total 658~factories (84.5 per cent) of, North 

Bengal are- centered in Dabgram and Raninagar industrial . development 

center, which is near Siliguri {NBU, Socioeconomic Perspective Plan for. North 

Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 62). 

But the picture of small-scale industries (SSI) show a different trend 

than -heavy industries. Both the registered. SSI units and number of workers 

had increased in North Bengal. Between the time 1993-94 and ·1996-97, the 

registered SSI units increased from 60340 to 65968 units (with an average 

yearly growth of 1800 SSI units). Among the SSI"units in·;North.Bengal,. 32-.2 

per cent are in Jalpaiguri district. This:fig_ure is-highest among all: the districts 

in North-Bengal. In case· of Darjeeling, Maida, and,Uttar andDakshin Dinajpur 

(jointly} this percentage is 21.3, 19.01,. and 11.2 respectively (NBU; 

Socioeconomic Perspective P-lan for North Bengal-2001-2010; 2001; 62'-~3). 

In the North Bengal, region, people are mostly attached with sectors 

llike; mining and quarrying; manufacturing; · electricity, gas, and water; 

· construction; wholesale trade; retail trade; restaurant and hotels; transport; 

water housing;. communication;. insurance,. financial services, real estat~ and 

busine~s services (NBU, 2001, p. 64). One important thing is noticed' here 

and that is out of all types of commercial and industrial activities in- North 
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Bengal;, rural areas have a share of 73 per cent (NBU; Socioeconomic 

Perspective Plan for North Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 64-65). 

Labour in North Bengal 

In North Bengal, the participation of work is found higher in rural areas than 

urban areas. Between the age group of 15 and 59, there were SO to 53 per 

cent people engaged as main workers. At the same time the state average is 

48.5 per cent. What is interesting is that the number of educated unemployed 

i? increasing in this region. T!le highest number of labour. participation is 

recorded· in the primary sector in this· region. Almost 55-68 per cent · 

agricultural main workers are:found cultivators in North Bengal. And 35-40 

per cent people~ belorig to agricultural- labourers (NBU;· Socioeconomic 

Perspective Plan for North Bengal2001-2010; 2001; 70). 

Near about3.441akh people are engaged in the organised sector. This 

amounts to 14.7 per cent of the West Bengal's totar organised workforce. 
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In 1999. the scenario in the North, Bengal's· organized sector was as. 

follows~ 

.9 "C .... .... .... 
~ ~ .S! :0 - o- Cl) - .9 c -c-c N c -- - C'CI ~ .... CI) Cl) () Cl) ·- Cl) Cl) Cl) 11).0 :(l.O:: .... 

"CoE - Cl) E § l5 E en en Cl) :::1 .... 
;s:a..S ;s:'-O s :g _g C'CI en > Cl- > .9 ~ ..... ~g E Cl) o .... () 0 - () ·- ...... - QCII- :0 0 §,~ C'CI en c.. 1;;C'CIC.. en c.. > o §,en 

.§ E w .::: E "iii E :::1 ·;:: ~ c ~c 
Uj w c:w 0 w a. a. 0 Cl) 0 Cl) 

'#. III III w 1- '#. 

Darjeeling 35.5 82.3 117.8 30.1 69.9 2.3 10.1 

Jalpaiguri 22 137.2 159.2 13.8 86.2 1.4 16.9 

Coochbehar 22.5 1.3 23.8 94.5 5.5 1.5 0.2 

U and D: 
20.3 4.9 25.2' 80.6 19.4 1.3 0.6 Dinajpur ~ 

Maida 15.3 2.3 17.6· 86.9 13.1 ~ 1.0 0.3 

N Bengal 115.6 228 343.6 33.6 66.4 7.6 28.1 

S Bengal 1415.3 : 582.9 1998.2 70.8 29.2 ~. 92.4 71.9 . 

WBengal 1530.9 810.9 2341.8 65.4 34.6 ;, 100.0 100.0 

Table 1.25: Employment scenario in organized:sector in North Bengal 

districts. 

(NBU; Socioeconomic Perspective Plan:for North Bengal 2001-2010; 2001; 74). 

In North Bengal,. the informal ;sector and not the organized sector is· 

the main source of employment (NBU; Socioeconomic Perspective Plan. for 

North Bengal. 2001-2()10; 2001; 76);~ More~ than· :4.6 lakh non-agricultural 

enterprises are found. in North Bengal. today~ which in terms;of percentage. 

touches 15.3 per cent ·of state's total, non-agricultural enterprises.· The. ratio of: 
. . 

rural to urban enterprises in North Bengal is 3:1 whereas in· the case ·of South 

Bengal it is .1:5 (NBU; Socioeconomic Perspective Plan'for. North Bengal2001-

2010; 2001; 76). 
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Social~ Indicators in- North Bengal Region 

If one turn~ to literacy one note that in the North Bengal region 43.1 per cent 

population were recorded as literate in 1991. . But a vast' gap is noticed 

between male and female literacy. In 1991 when male literacy rate in this 

region was 53.7 per cent in case of female literacy rate, it was only 31.7 per 

cent. In the same year the highest and lowest literacy rates among the six 

districts of this region was noticed in Darjeeling districfwith 57.95 per cent· 

and 35.6 per cent respectively. · In case of Jalpaiguri, Coochbehar, and Uttar 
. . . 

and Dakshin Dinajpur (combined)the literacy percentages were; 45.1, 45.8, 

and 39.3 respectivelf(NBU; Socioeconomic Perspective Plan for North Bengal 

2001-2010; 2001; 82). 

After one decade, it was found-' that the literacy rate increased in the 

North Bengal region. It increased in all the districts. 

The literacy rates in the six districts of North Bengal in 200'1 were: 

Districts %of Literacy-rate_(in 2001) 

Darjeeling·· 72:82- .· 

Jalpaiguri ·· 63.62 

Coochl>ehar 67.2t 

Uttar Dinajpur; 48.63 

Dakshin Dinajpur-· 64.46 

Maida 50.71 

Table 1.26: Literacy rate in· six districts of North Ben~al. 

(Source: WBHDR; 2004; 219). 
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The health status in the 'districts of the North Bengal,·may be assumed· from 

·the table given below. 

.c .c 
-"" rn -"" 
.!! c ..!!! 

0 .... ~ .... 
0 .. .. .,.... a. .E!c a. .._ rn rn ':.;:::;0 rn .... 
a. Cl. "'C en; "'C 
rn.!! .. c c ca .. c 

ti -9 .Q- i~- ..co 
c). o=~ -"" -"" -"" ]j~gf -"" z ·;:: :::~:>.,.... c :S.!2tn c .9 ·om c c 

'lii a..-c~ ca ·a~~ ca -c a. en ca ·a.~~ ca 
(i) .._sT""" a: a: ~··~C a: a: 

i5 0 :c- rn o ~ ~ o-.._ ca _ga. 
0~ .c a. G>.c 

0 0 ..Cc .... .. E·- .... a> a. .... 
:::> .. ..c .. z ..c E ..c 

E :::> E 
:::> z :::> z z 

1 Coochbehar- 3.42 11 54.67 . 12• •' 14.61 5 62.62:. 10 

2 Darjeeling 5.00 5 207.09. 1 14.14 6 .. 168.25' 1 
-· 

3 Jalpaiguri 7.08 2 87.30 '·6.· 12.90 9 72.78-:: 9' 

4 Maida 3.11 12 50:25 14 12.98 8 i,: 37.96-- 14 

5 Dinajpur 1.94 15 37:38 16: 12.52 11 32.48' 16 

6 Burdwan 5.27-- 3 105.28 3- 12.11 13· 96.16.'' 4 

7 Birbhum 3.45 10 75.71 9 15.97 3 72.93'i: 8' 

8 Bankura 2.47 14' 103.49 4 19.02 1 93.24' 5. 

9 Midnapur 1.83 16 55.01 11- 15.51 4 50,17 . 11' 

10 Howrah 7.63 1 87.22 7· ... 10.01" 14 80.07 6-

11 Hoogli 4.11 : 9 85.35. - 8· 13.67 7 74.17 7 

12 North 24 4.56 r 7 ' 54.16 13 8.03 16 47.64 13 Parganas 

13 . South24 4.34- :·a 47-.26 15 12.19J . 12 34.880 w-
Parg~nas 

14. Nadia-. 4;99· -. 6 131.18 2; 9.90 .· 15 111.65; 2 

' 15 Murshidabad 5.21· 4 ....... 63.84- 10' 12.67· 10 50.09~ f2'V 

' 16 Purulia 2.93- 13. 94.80 5 18.62 2 96.28 . 3 

Table -1~27: Health statusdn North Bengal districts. 

(Source: Table from 'Report on Comparative Backwardness of North Bengal Region! preP"!red~ 

by the Institute of Applied Manpower Research (A study sponsored by planning commission, 

Govt. of India, 2002, p. 29).· 
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The ranks of the three ·districts of North Bengal look attractive in a 

composite index of ·health and education among all the districts of the West 

Bengal. Coochbehar, Darjeeling, and Jalpaiguri are placed 3rd, 2nd and 5th out 

of 16 districts (two Dinajpur and two.Midnapore counted as one). The table 

of this index is given below: 

Sr. Disfricts Number of Number of Number of Number of Teacher 
No. Primary. Upper Upper Hospital pupil ratio 

Health Primary Primary Beds per (Lower 
Centres per School School per unit of and 

100 inhabited per unit of unit of population Upper 
villages population population Primary) 

1 Coochbehar 0.81 0.65 1.01 0.83 0.93 

2 Darjeeling · 1.19 0.72 0.99 3.16 0.75 

3- Jalpaiguri · 1.68 0.56 0.87 1.33 1.13 

4 Maida 0.74 0:57 0.91 0.77 1.09 

5 Dinajpur 0.46· 0.67 . 0.81 0:57 1.30 

6· Burdwan 1.25 0.50 0.91 1.60 1.75 

7 Birbhum 0.82 0.74 1.54 1.15 1.32 

8 Bankura 0.59 0.91 1.64 1.58 1.81 

9 Midnapur 0.44 7.13 1.08 0.84 1.19 

10: Howrah 1.81' 0.48 ' 1.11 1.33 0.98 

1f Hoogli 0.98' 0.55 0.64 1.30 1.43' 

12 North:24 1.08 0.27 0.51 0.83 0.98 
Parganas. 

13''., South24 1.03 0.21 0.53 0.72 1.34 
Parganas · 

w Nadia 1.19: 0.50 0.80 2:00. o.8o· . 

15~- Murshidabad- 1.24c 0.49 1.32 0.97· 1.24• 

16': Purulia, 0.70- 1.05 1.33 1.44· 0.85 

To be Contd ... 
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... Continued from iast table 

Sr. No. Districts. Teacher~ Teacher pupil' Aggregate Average Rank 
pupil ratio ratio (Higher ·. Score Score 

(High Secondary) 
School) .. 

1 Coochbehar 4.93 1.01 10.16 1.27 3 

2 · Darjeeling · 2.51 1.61 10.92 1.36 2 

3 Jalpaiguri 1.99 1.27 8.84 1.10 5 

4 Maida 0.52 0.96 5.56 0.69 14 

5 · Dinajpur 1.43 0.86 6.11 0.76 . 13 

6 Burdwan 1.09' 1.22 8.33 1.04 7 

7 Birbhum 0.75 1.23 7.56 0.94 8 

' ·~' 

8:- Bankura 0.55. 1.40 ' 8.47 1.06 6' 

.9 Midnapur 0.52 2.38 13.57 1.70 1 

10 Howrah 0.17 1.39 7.28 0.91 10 

11 Hoogli 0.95' 1.02 6.87 0.86 12 

12 North24 0.44 0.84 4.94 0.62 15 
Parganas · 

" 

13 South24 0.15~ 0.80 4.79 0.60 16' 
Parganas, 

' 

14 Nadia 0.52 1.20 7.0 0.88 11:' 

15 Murshidabad·. 0.93: 1.14 7.33 0.92 9 

16 Purulia 2.35 1.42 9.13 1.14 4 

Table 1.28: A composite index_ on six North Bengal districts based on Health 

and Education infrastructure. 

(Source: Table from 'Report on Comparative Backgrounds' of North Bengal Region' By Institute 

of Applied Manpower Research, A·study sponsored by planning commission,_ Govt. of India;· 

2002; 34). 
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III 

The Rural Poor in Coochbehar 

Now we come to Coochbehar district of the region where the study is located. 

From the above discussion, it is not very . difficult to understand why 

Coochbehar district is undeveloped (in terms of economy) and why poverty in 

this district is so high. In the district the total number of enlisted BPL families 

is 51.8 per cent, which is much higher than the state average of 34 per cent 

(ABP, Oct. 13, 2007). It is on agriculture that Coochbehar's economy is 

highly depended. But net cropped area did not increase in this district· 

between 1990-91 and 1998-99. As the three major rural backward 

communities of West Bengal are Muslims,. SCs, and STs it can be assumed' 

that rural poverty il") Coochbehar district is high because Coochbehar has the:. 

highest percentage of SC population· (51.76 per cent) in India. And 

Coochbehar also has 23.34 per cent Muslim population (Chakravarty, 2006). 

Let's start with a brief look on the demography,· literacy levels, health 

facilities, agriculture and foodgrain condition, industrial scenario, and socio

economic condition of the district. After having looked at this we will focus 

on the rate of poverty and why it is so high in the district. 

Coochbehar; a princely state turned -into· a district'of West Bengah:~fter:: 

it merged with· India on 12th September 1949 (it-was reckoned as a district of,· 

West Bengalonly after 1st January, 1950) .. SinceJhen·-the district experienced:-,. 

an enormous number. of migration from the then East Pakistan (now:

~angladesh). This migration h~d -adversely affected health . and education: 

system and had also hampered the per capita ·resource allocation: of. the 

people of this area (WBHDR; 2004; 10). 

Demography 

Official data· on demography of the district confuse us. Different official data . 

give us different information regarding the demographic composition of the 
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district. Hence as a result the data on a single criterion vary and do not 

match with each other. Because of this here we mention the source from 

where the data have been collected. 

As we have stated earlier after the merger with India the district had 

to face a huge migration problem. The growth. of population in the district, 

which is given below in the table from 1901 to 2001 is indicative of this. 

TOTAL MALE FEMALE % OF DECENNIAL 
YEAR· POPULATION GROWTH RATE 

1901 565116 . 300413 264703 -

1911 591012 315536 27-5476 4.58 

1921 590599c.. 31463f 275968 (-) 0.07 

1931 589053 312265 276788· (-) 0.26 

1941 638703· 339845· 298858 8.43 

1951 668949 360670 308279 4.74 

196t 1019806· 539694 480112. 52.45 

1971 1414183·· 737931• 676252'• 38.67 

1981 . 1771643· 915461. 856182· 25.28 

1991- 2171145 1122306 1048839 22.55 

2001 2678813. 1366112 1312Z01- 23.38 

Table l:~29: Growth in Total Popu)ation in Coochbehar;· 

(Sour~e: 'Coochbehar e Janashikshar Bibartan' by Rajarshee Biswas, 'Paschimbanga', 

Coochbehar District Issue; July 2006; 201-220): · 

It can be ·made out from the above tal:lle that from 1901 to 1951 

annual growth rate of.popula~ion was very low: Buf a population boom has 

taken place in Coochbehar after 1951 i.e. after its merger· with;:India. A Total-
. . 

of 350857 people were added: to the population. (i:e:, 52A5 per cent) during 

the period 1951 to 1961. The percentage increase in( 1971~ 1981, 1991 and 

2001 from ·its previous decades are 38.67,_ 25~28; 22.55, and 23.38 

respectively (Biswas; 2006; 201-220). 
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The official website of the district gives us information :which slightly 

differs from the information on the population given in the · book 

'Paschimbanga' of July 2006 issue which is also a Government of West Bengal~ 

publication. According to this website Coochbehar's total- population including·. 

rural and urban one is as follows: 

MALE FEMALE TOTAL % 

RURAL 11,57,241 10,96,296 22,53,537 90.9 

URBAN· 1,14,853 1, 10,765 2,25,618 9.1 

TOTAL 12,· 72,094 12,07,061 24, 79, 155 100.0 ~ 

Table 1.30: Total, Population of Coochbehar,according to". governmental· 

website. 

(Source: http://www .censusindia.gov .in/Dist_File/datasheet-1903.pdf) 

The above figures reveal that the heart of Coochbehar· is situated in 

its rural part. Citing from the 'Census.of India, 2001', WBHDR- 2004 (p.·12) 

informs us that the sex ratio in Coochbehar was 949 in 2001. This ratio 

increased from 1991 when it was 935. 

A table· comprising comparison· oethe sex ratio among: Coochbehar, 

West Bengal and India is given below: 

1991: 2001 % of Decennial 

(Female/1000 male)~ (Female/1000 male) 
growth· 

Coochbehar 935 949 1.5 

West: Bengal 917.- 934 1.8 

India 927 933 0.6 -
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· Table 1.31: A comparison among the Coochbehar, West. Bengal and India in 

the Decennial growth rate-in male and female. -

(Source: WBHDR; 2004; 12) 

Literacy and Education-

According to the 2001 census, the literacy rate in the district was 67.11 per 

cent. From the table given below it is clear that at the time of merging with 

India, the literacy rate was very poor in this area . 

. Table on Literacy Rate (excluding 0-6 years child) on Coochbehar District: 

YEAR OF. TOTAL MALE· FEMALE ·-

CENSUS 

DECENNIAL GROWTH RATE 

Total Male Female 

1951 17.14' 26.10 6.14 - - -

1961 25.34 37.43 11.40 8.25; 11.33 5.26 

1971 26.49' - 37.09 14.64 1.10; 0.40 3.24c 

1981 34.82 46.13 22.60 8.33f 9.10 7.96-

1991 45.78 57.34 33.39 10.96:: 11.22 .. 10.71 
-· 

2001~ '" 67.1 t~·., 76.83 -- 57.04' 21.431 19.48'' 23;73· 
' 

Table 1.32:- Literacy- scenario ·in Coo:ochbehar:: district since 19_51.. 

(Source: 'Coochbehar e Rrathamik Shiksha: Agragatir'-Aioke~ by (\fjal Hossain, 'Paschimbanga', 

Coochbehar Distri~ Issue; Jury; 2006; 221-230). 

Till 1991 more· than half of the total p9pulation-of the district was 

illiterate; It is onlycin the last (2001) census that the literacy rate was able to 

cross· 50 per cent. It is noticeable that a{ vast g~p -always exists between -

male and female-;literacy,-rate .. So, a strong effort should be given to·uplift 

female literacy rate. Coochbehar's urban literacy rate is 85.93 per cent, which 
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is highest in the state although in case of. rural literacy the district is ranked 

8th (Hossain; 2006; ·221'-230). 

Another source of information tells,us that the district literacy rate in 

the year 2001 was 66.3 per cent. From this source of information a table is 

shown below comprising literacy rate and the educational qualifications of the 

population of this district. 

TOTAL LITERATE 1,386,965 

WITHOUT LEVEL . 23,424: 

BELOW PRIMARY 592, 743\; 

PRIMARY 365,660· 

MIDDLE 210,694 

MATRIC/ HIGHER SECONDARY/ DIPLOMA'· ,, 153, 907~ 

GRADUATE AND ABOVE ; 40,012 

Table 1.33: Educational; Qualifications among the people of.Coochbehar 

district. 

(Source: http://www .censusindia.gov .in/Dist_File/datasheet-1903.pdf) 

Since merging witn India; the. total:number ot.primary~.schools and total 

number of the students in those schools in the d_istrict are:. 
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Table on the number of primary schools and number of stud.ents enrolled 

Academic Session Total No. of Primary School No. of Total Student 

1952-53 555 29580 

1953-54 586 34683 

1954-55 631 41275 

1955-56 660 45432 

1956-57: 668 48011 

1957-58 686 51888 

1958-59 751 56530 

1959-60" 764 57580 

1960-61 842 63367 

1992-93 1722 271564 

1993-94' 1722· 273041 

1994-95 1722' 274236 

1995-96: 1722' 277186 

1996-97 1805\ 283518 

1997-98." 1805(.'· 295374" 

1998-99_:. 1706: 304366. 

1999-2000" 1706\ 335848 

2000-2001 18-10·' 348830. 

Table·1.34: Number of primary schools and number-of students enrolled in 

Coochbehar district. 

(Source: 'Coochbehar e Janashikshar Bibartan', Rajarshee Biswa~, 'Paschimbanga', Coochbehar 

District Issue; July, 2006; 201-220). 
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Since Coochbehar's merger with India, total·number of the Junior· High, High, 

Higher Secondary schools and total number-ofthe students in this district are 

as follows: 

Table on no. of junior, high, and higher secondary schools and no. of 

students from 1952-53. 

Academic Session No. of Junior High, High, and No. of Total Student of Junior 
Higher Secondary Schools High; High, and Higher 

Secondary Schools 

1952-53 99 12945' 

1953-54 107 14150-

1954-55 110 15458 

1955·56 111 . 15996 

1956-57 115: 16868 

1957·58 . 116 16490 

1958-59 . 119 16679 

1959-60 123 1941 

1960-61 93 20153' 

1992·93. 232 < 115398 

1993-94- 232 117221 
,• 

1994-95 232 . 118041 
.-

1995~96! . 232 118622 

1996-97< 236 < 123099 

1997·98;: 241 127754-

1998~99:;- 255 ·~ 131926 

1999·2000 250 . 141080 

2000-2001 268~ 210025 

Table 1.35: No.- of junior, high, and higher secondary schools and. no. of students between 

1952-53 and 2000-01. 

(Source:'Coochbehar e Janashikshar Bibartan' by.Rajarshee Biswas, 'Paschimbanga', 

Coochbehar District Issue; July, 2006; 201-220). 
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Since its merg~r with India the total number of the colleges and total number 

of the students in this district are the following: 

Table on number of colleges and number of students enrolled 1952-53 to 

2000-01 

Academic Session No. of Colleges No. of Total Student in 
Colleges 

1952-53 1 375 

1953-54 1 472 

1954-55 1 555 

1955-56 1 647 

1956-57 2 834-

1957-58 2 915 

1958-59 2 1050 

1959-60 2 987 

1960-61 2 984 

1992-93 8 14695 

1993-94 8 15798 

1994-95:C 8 15049 

1995-96 8 15128 

1996-97 8 15310 

1997-98' 9 15713 

1998-99- 10 13146 

199_9-2000 10 14876 

2000-2001 11 15330 

Table-- 1.36: Number of colleges and number of students enrolled between 

1952:-53 and 2000-01. 

(Source: 'Coochbehar e Janashikshar Bibartan', Rajarshee Biswas~ 'Paschimbanga', Coochbehar 

District Issue, July, 2006; 201-220). 
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Political Divisions 

The district has s-·sub-divisions, which include 12 blocks. There are 128-Gram 

Panchayats (GPs) in the district. A table is given below to show how many 

GPs and blocks a sub-division has: 

NAME OF THE SUB- TOTAL NO. OF BLOCKS (12) . TOTAL NO. OF GRAM 
DIVISIONS· PANCHAYATS (128) 

COOCHBEHAR COB-I and COB-II 15 (COB-I) 

13 (COB-II) 

DINHATA DIN-I, DIN-II and SIT AI 16 (DIN-I) 

12 (DIN-II) 

5 (Sitai) 

MATHABHANGA MTB-1, MTB-11, and 10 (MTB-1) 
SITALKUCHI 

10 (MTB-11) 

8(SLK) 

MEKHLIGANJ MEKHLIGANJ and· 8(MKL) 
HALDIBARI 

6 (HLD) 

TUFANGANJ TUF-1 and TUF-11 14 (TUF-1) 

11 (TUF-11) 

Table 1.37: Political Divisions ofthe Coochbehar District.· 

People's participation particularly· at the ·lowerdeyeHs very much nec~~ary in' 

the democratic process. But,. unfortunat~ly,: although the Left Front. 

Government ofWestBengalis responsible for:the establishment of grassroots:· 

democracy, the three tier Panchayat.election~·since 1978; one recent survey·· 

revealed', that the ~tate government actually~ fail~d::to spread. out the 'ideal' of- . 

democracy: PeopJe's participation during the< time. of voting:. has,· a· place' ·for· 

enough)satisfaction in the state but people's.participation·when looked from 
' ' 

the taking of part in the meetings of the Gram.Sansad is very poor.32 If at this 

32 As per Artilce 16 (a) of 1994 'West Bengal Panchayat Amendment' Act', one Gram 
Sansad is to be· formed in each' electorate area ofithe.- Gram· Panchayat. Each and· 
every member of that elect;orate area is the member of this Gram Sansad. Every year 
the Pradhan of the Gram Panchayat convenes the Sansad· meeting twice. The 
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level people's participation does not take. place, the ideal of democracy and 

development through people's participation both gets hampered. In the year 

2000, the SIPRD conducted a study on the participation of the people at the 

grassroots level. It was revealed from that survey. that 25 per cent of all 

voters attended Gram Sansad meetings. The proportion of the bargadars and 

pattadars in these meetings are 73.2 per cent (WBHDR; 2004; 68). 

At this point it should not be wrong to mention some data from a 

survey done by 'Transparency International arid Institute of Social Sciences'. 

Their survey in Nadia brings out some crude . fact on grassroots level 

administration. Some findings of researcher Budhdhadeb Ghosh is given 

below: 

a) About 66-67 per cent rural people do not know how much money is 

released for the panchayats. 

b) Whether the panchayat properly utilize the allotted money or not', in 

this question, only· 25 per cent people said that panchayat utilize the 

money properly, 30 per cent people said that panchayat is misusing 

funds and 43 per cent people interviewed said that they do not know 

the answer to this question. 

c) 37 per ·cent people surveyed had started believing that 'bribe' is · 

essential to do work in the panchaw'lts. On the other hand 23 per cent 

people believe that middleman is necessary during the time Of" 

working and interacting with the panchayat. And 32 per cent people 

believed that during the time when financial assistance is taken .from. 

the panchayats it has become obvious to give money to the people 
. . 

attached with panchayats (Swati Bhatterchajee, ABP; Oct. 05, 2007): 

financial activities of the Gram Panchayat along with other matters are discussed in 
these meetings. 
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Socio Economic Condition . 

To estimate the district wise human development index -a table has been 

prepared by the WBHDR, 2004 (p. 13) considering health, income, and 

educational.indexes·from different districts. Before we take an entry into this 

discussion it's better to see the table given in WBHDR, 2004. 

Sl. Districts Health Income Education HOI HOI 
No. Index Index Index Rank 

1 Da~eeling 0.73 0.49 0.72 0.65 4 

2 Jalpaiguri 0.61 0.38 0.60 0.53 10 

3 Koch Behar 0.50 0.41 0.65 0.52 11 

4 Dinajpur 0.62 0.39 0.53 0.51 13 

5 Maida 0.49 0.36 0.48 .0.44 17 

6 Murshidabad 0.57 0.29 0.52 0.46 15 

7 Birbhum 0.53 0.27 0.61 0.47 14 

8 Bardhaman 0.74 0.47 0.71 0.64 5 

9 Nadia 0.65' 0.41 0.66 0.57 9 

10 North 24 Parganas 0.72 0.49 0.76 0.66- 3 

11 Hugli 0.77 0.46 0.67 0.63 6 

12 Bankura- 0.67 0.26 0.62 0.52• 11 
; 

13 Puruna- 0.61· 0.18 0.55 0.45 16 

14 Medinipur·· 0.68: 0.45 0.74 0.62=· 7 

15 Haora 0.77• 0.53: ' 0.75 0.68 2 

16 Kolkata 0.82 0.73 0.80 0.78' 1 
' 

17 South24 0.71 0.40 0.68 0.60- ,. 8 
Parganas 

18 West Bengal 0.70. 0.43 0.69 0.61 -

Table 1.38: Human Development Indices (HDI) for West Bengal Districts; 

(Source: WBHDR; 2004; 13). 
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From the above table it is somehow clear that regarding health, 

income and education, Coochbehar: do. not have any place· for enough 

satisfaction. Particularly in this category of income the· district performed 

poorest. And out of the total districts, its Human Development Index (HOI) 

rank is 11 out of 17 districts. So ~sa whole we can say that there is enough 

scope to uplift the socio-economic condition of the district. This report also 

gives us an idea on Gender Development Indices by using health index, 

income index, and education index. 

According to this estimate, Coochbehar's health, income, and 

education indexes are 0.497, 0.287, and 0.628 respectively. And the Gender 

Development Indices for Coochbehar is 0.47L This figure placed the district 

·into 13th place out of 17 districts (counting two Dinajpur and two Midnapore 

as one district each). In this area the district also has to perform a lot to 

upgrade its condition (WBHDR; 2004; 13). 

In case of per capita income, Coochbehar shows an improvement in 

the year 2000-01 than 1980-81. In 1980-81 Coochbehar ranked 16 out of all 

the districts in West Bengal but in the year 2000-01 with Rs. 13855.35 the· 

district was placed 13th .. The rural monthly per capita consumption for 

Coochbehar district is Rs. 466.43 and in this category;~; the district again was · 

placed 13th among all the districts. The urban- monthly per . capita 

consumption for the district· is Rs. 797.92. 

. Both the above ranks indicate one fact that in Coochbehar, poverty 

exists more in number than other districts of the state. The rural poverty ·in 

the district is 25.62 per cent and urban poverty ratio is 15.44 per cent of t~e 
. . 

total population (WBHDR; 2004; 80). The district ranks 7th and 9th in terms 

of rural and urban poverty. A table is given below containing ratio of rural' 

and urban poverty in different districts of West Bengal: 
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NAME OF THE· RURAL RANK URBAN ~~ RANK 
DISTRICTS POVERTY RATIO POVERTY RATIO 

' 
(%) (%) 

DARJEELING 19.66 4 15.21 
; 

8 

JALPAIGURI 35.73 12 61.53 17 

COOCHBEHAR 25.62 7 15.44 9 

DINAJPUR 27.61 9 19.29 13 

MALDA 35.4 11 6.6 3 

MURSHIDABAD 46.12 13 49.56 15 

BIRBHUM 49.37 14 21.83 14 

BARDHAMAN 18.99 3 17 11 

NADIA 28.35 10 15.51 10 

NORTH24 14.41 2 9.99 5 
-

PARGANAS )• 

,. 

HUGLI 20.43 6 11.43 6 

BANKURA 59.62 15 52.38. 16 

PURULIA 78.72 16 6AZ 2 

MEDINIPUR 19.83 5 19.25 12 

HOWRAH 7.63 1 1.33 1 

KOLKATA - - 11.17 7 

" SOUTH·24 PARGANAS 26.86 8 8.5 ., 4 
; 

Table 1;.39: Rank of the West Bengal Districts based on ruraFand urban· 

poverty. 

(Source: WBHDR; 2004; 80) 

Using the criteria of road· construction, and maintenance (by PWD33 

. . 
and Zilla Parishad) and-per capita income of·the people Coochbehar ranks 

13th (WBHDR; 2004; 84). 

If we go. through occupational diversification, we find that in 1991,. 

there were 5L8 per cent recordedccultivators in the district. In the year 2001 

it was reduced to 40.4 per cent. On the contrary an increase in the category 

33 Public Vl(orks Department. 
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of agricultural-labourers took place for the same period. In 1991 in 

Coochbehar district, there was 28.2 percent agricultural-labourer. It increased· 

to 31.8 per cent in 2001. In this decade the number of the non=-agricultural 

labourers also increased from 20 percent in 1991 to 27.8 percent in 2001 

(WBHDR; 2004; 99). 

In case of type of house and percentage of household occupying 

those houses one conception may be drawn from the table given below: 

TYPE OF HOUSE % OF HOUSEHOLD OCCUPYING 

PERMANENT- 14.7 

SEMI-PERMANENT 56.8 

TEMPORARY. 28.3 

Table 1.40: Types of houses in Coochbehar district. 

(Source: http://www.censusindia.gov .in/Dist_Rie/datasheet-1903.pdf) 

The same governmental website tells us that out of 1138 inhabited villages in 

the district safe drinking water facilities had already reached 1137 villages. 

Electricity has reached 583 villages iri the. district. Post, telegraph·.· and 

telephone facilities are available in 323 villages. The census report of the 

2001·also adds that 337 villages are connectec:l:with bus services. 

Let's · have a brief look at · Coochbehar district's number and· 

percentages of total workers (main+marginal) in. 2001 and whether there had 

been an increase or decrease since 1991. 

No.ofTotal No. of Percentage Percentage Increase/ 
Workers Total ofTotal of Total Decrease in 

1991 
Workers Workers. to Workers to Percentage of 

Total' Total Total Workers 
2001 Population Population to Total 

1991 2001 
Population 

West T I 21914774 29481690 32.19 36.77 4.58 
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Bengal 
R 16380039 21889642 33.18 37.90 4.73 

u 5534735 7592048 29.59 33.85 4.27 

Coochbehar T 697882 966705 32.14 38.99 6.85 

R 649725 893311 ' 32.46 39.64 7.18 

u 48157 73394 28.41 32.53 4.12 

Table 1.41: A comparison on Total Workers between West Bengal and 

Coochbehar. 

(Sou~ce: Final Population Totals, Census o~ India 2001, West Bengal Released b~ Vikram Sen, 

Directorate of Census Operations West Bengal; p. 11). 

It means that in Coochbehar district, the percentage ~of total workers 

increased more than- the state's number. But unfortunately, this increase 

mainly took place in the category of marginal34 ·worker and not in the 

category of main35 workers. 

34 A person who got work lesS than six months of the reference'period (i.e. in the last 
one year preceding the date of enumeration) in any economic activity is labeled as 
Marginal Worker. 
35 A person who got work for major part of the reference period (i.e. six months or 
more during the last one year preceding the date of enumeration) in any 
economically productive activity is labeled as Main Worker. 
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The table,, which· is given below gives us an idea about the increase or 

decrease of the main and marginal worker. in this district from 1991-2001. 

Percentage of Percentage Increase/ Percentage of Percentage Increase/ 
Main Workers of Main Decrease in Marginal· of Marginal Decrease in 

to Total Workers to Percentage Workers to Workers to %of Main 
Population in Total of Main Total Total Workers to 

1991 
Populatioiin Workers to Population Population Total 

2001 
Total 

1991 2001 
Population 

Population 

West T 30.23 28.72 -1.52 1.96 8.05 6.10 
Bengal 

R 30.61 27.89 -2.72 2.57 10.01 7.45 

u 29.23 30.84 1.61 0.36 3.01 2.65 

Cooch T 30.55 30.43 -Q.12 1.59 8.57 6.98 
behar 

R 30.78 30.43 -Q.35. 1.68 9.21 7.53 

u 27.97 30.39 2.42 0.44 2.14 1.70 

Table 1.42: A comparison on Main Workers between West Bengal and 

Coochbehar. 

(Source: Final Population Totals, Census of India 2001, West Bengal, Released by Vikram Sen, 

Directorate of Census Operations West Bengal; pp. 13-16). 

So, increase in ttie total number of workers does not show that:people 

are getting work and they are living well. As the numbers of. marginal 

workers- increased in the district, it means a large section of the population in 

this district do not get job for--more than six months in a year. 
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After the workers category now we discuss about the percentage of 

the cultivators and agri-labour in the district. 

Percentage of Percentag Increase/ Percentage Percentage Increase/ 
Cultivators to e of Decrease in of Agri· of Agri- Decrease in 
Total Workers Cultivators Percentage of labour to- labour to Percentage 

in to Total Cultivators to Total- Total Worker of Agri-

1991 
Workers in Total Worker 

2001 
labour to 

Workers from Total Worker 
2001 1991-2001 1991 from 1991-

2001 

West T 29.24 19.18 ·10.06 25.01 24.97 -0.04 
Bengal 

R 38.40 25.52 -12.88 32:27 33.08 0.81 

u 2.12 0.90 -1.23 3.54 1:61 -1.93 

Cooch'- T 48.41 37.43 -10.98 26.48 29.53 3.05 
behar" 

R 51.75 4D.42 -11.33 28.18 31.82 3.64 

u 3.30 1.06 -2.24 3.53' 1.63 -1.91 

Table 1.43: Acomparison on the cultivators between West Bengal and 

Coochbehar. 

(Source: Anal Population Totals, Ce!lsus of India 2001,West Bengal Released by Vikram Sen, 

Directorate of Census Operations West Bengal;.pp. 17-20). 

The agri-labou.-J6 in the .district increased in. the period 1991 to 2001':. 

but the percentage of cultivators37 decreased for the same period; It means . 

the people who ar.e working in agriculturalland·had:.become more,dependent: 

on the landlords in 2001<than~earlier. It may· have resulted in the increase in"· 

poverty in the district. 

36 If a person is working· on~another person's land· for wages in money or kind or· 
share, he will be regarded· as an agricultural labourer. He/ she has no risk in the. 
cultivation; but merely works on-another person's land for wages. An agricultural 
labourer has no rightr.of lease or contract ·on land on which he/ she workS (Sen; 
Census of India, 2001; 2001; 4). 
37 It is decided for the purpose of a census that if a person is engaged in cultivation 
on land owned or held from the government or held from private · persons or 
institutions for payment in money, kind or share, will be called as cultivator. (Sen; 
Census of India, 2001; 2001; 4). 
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. In short, a brief knowledge regarding district's socio-economic 

condition ·including literacy status (based in 2001) can be drawn from the 

table given below: 

SI.No. Subject Coochbehar West Bengal 

1 Rural Population (%) 90.90 71.97 

2 Urban Population (%) 9.10 28.03 

3 Growth of population 1.40 1.80 
(1991-2001) 

4 Population Density (per sq 732 904 
km) 

5 Sex Ratio (Female per 949 934 
· 1ooo Male) 

6 SC Population 51.76 23.96 

7 ST Population 0.60 5.65 

8 Muslim Population 23~34 25.30 

9 Literacy Rate 67.21 . 69.22· 

10 Female Literacy Rate 56.0' 60.20, 

1l Literacy-Growth Rate 21.43'• 11.52; 
(1991-2001) 

12 Growth of Female Literacy 23.7'3~ 13.66 
Rat~ (1991-2001) 

13· Average Male Age 53·:, 65 

14 Average Female·Age 57.··. 69· 

15 Place in the State in case 9 -
oNiteracy rate 

16 Place in the State in case 10 -
of Female:literacy rate 

17 Place in the .State in terms 13 -
of per~ capita income 

18 Place in the State in case 13 -
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of Gender Development 
Index' 

19 HDIIndex.Rank 11 -

20 Place in the State in case 2 -
of Rural Population 

21 Place in the State in case 17 -
of Urban Population 

22 Place in the State in case 1 -
of Urban Literacy 

23 Place in the State in case 8 -
of Rural Popula,ion 

Table 1.44: Socio-economic condition of the people of Coochbehar District. 

(Source: 'Coochehar e Prathamik Shiksha: Agragatir Aloke' by Afjal Hossain. 'Paschimbanga', 

Coochbehar District Issue, July, 2006, pp. 221-230). 

Agricultural Condition 

Let us have a brief idea of the condition of agriculture in_ Coochbehar since it 

has important implications for rural poverty iri. the district~ Out. -of the total . 

area of the district, 77.56 per cent area-Js used--for agriculture·.(Dakua; 2006; _ 

29). And- hence 92 per centi~ofi the' total population. is rel_ated··to agriculture 

(Biswas; 2006; 229). According ;~o the WBHDR~ 2004;repoit; agri-labour class 

is the poorest~section in West -Bengal. _, Poverty also· remains higb· in number 

in the categories· of- selfi--employed in non-agriculture, self.:.employed _ in 

agriculture and other forms of labour (WBHDR; 2004; 81).- . This agri-labour -
- ' ' 

class had' also increasedHn the district:-from· 1991 to 2001; (Final Population 

Totals, Census of India 2001,- West Bengal Released by Vikram Sen, 

-Directorate of Census Operations West Bengal;-19-20). 

The major crops of the district in pre-kharif season are 'Bore' paddy 

and Jute. And in the kharif season, the main crops of this district are 'Aman' 

paddy. Tobacco, oil seeds, pulses (lentil, khesari) and wheat are the most 
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important crops for the Rabi-season.' In recent years a good progress is seen 

in the cultivation ·of green winter veg_etables· (Annual Acti0n< Plan,- DRDC; 

2006-07; 5). 

The land reform process gained pace in West Bengal only after the 

Left Front Government came to power in 1977. This process changed the 

nature of the landowners in the state as well as in the district. By the year 

2000 a total of 84431 bargadars were recorded in this district. These 

bargadars have 23.4 percent share in the total numbers of cultivators in 2001 

(WBHDR; 2004; 33). . 

During the .time of land reforms, it was believed- that women's rights 

over the ownership ·or titles to assets have been neglected in India. So, the 

Government issued single ·patta in· the name of a single woman or even gave 

them joint pattas with their spouses. The introduction of joint pattas took 

place in the state only after mid 1990s and not before: Before that the pattas 

were only given to the head of the households, who were surely the ·male 

members of the household (WBHDR; 2004; 41); 

The· Industrial Scenario in Coocheb~h~r 

Coochbehar, district>do not: have any big-and medium· scale industries and it is· 

declared as_. 'A" category zone for setting up industries. Subsidy from the 

central level· is also,;g~anted to set up; industries: in this·area. The scenario in. 

case of small- scale industries is also not glorious. The two main reasons 
. . 

behind this backwardoess · are locational disadvantage and lack of,· 

infrastructural ameniti~. Although in case of some industries, local skills are 

observed. These sectors are Pati, Bamboo craft~ 'Bidi making, Pottery etc 

. (Annual Action Plan, DRDC; 2006-07; 7). 

The weaknesses of Coochbehar in the field of industry are described 

in the governmental website as follows: 
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i) The district does not have good transport and communication facilities 

(only 337· villages out of 1138 inhabited villages are covered by bus 

service); 

ii) Rivers, which are flowing throughout the district, are not navigable; 

iii) Only 127 km railway track cross over this district; moreover distance 

between Kolkata and NCB and between Siliguri ·and NCB through 

railway takes more time because of single-track line; 

iv) The climate (mostly wet) of this district is not friendly to preserve or 

store products; 

v) The running industries are facing the problem of shortage of 

electricity (although recently Coochbehar's Chakchaka Industrial 

Developmental Centre is declared as 'load shedding'Jree zone') 

vi) The industrialists are facing the Sales Tax related problems as the 

Divisional office is situated in Jalpaiguri 

(http://coochbehar.gov.in/HTMfilesjcob_industry.html) 

vii) Air services are not regular from this district, so the industrialists from 
. . 

outside do not take interest to set up industries here. 

viii) Good quality of tobacco is produced here but not a single tobacco 

industry was set up here. 

ix): The sectors like IT, which· is already_dn boom and will. boom more in 

near future is absent: in this-district. 

x) Landlessness of the people (in· our survey we found~ that 46.32 per 

cent people are landless out of462 numbers of people) 

xi) The governmental-delay in various offices is also an important reason 

behind non-thriving of the industrial. sector in Coochbehar district. It 

wa.s published in the newspaper that a number: applicatiol')s are _ 

waiting for sanction of loans to set up small-scale industries under 

'Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Yojana'. Taking information,from·a source, the 

newspaper published· that the target1 was· fixed to give loan to 904 

groups or interested people in the district. The number of applications 

received for this purpose was 1043. But, till now the Bank has 
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approved only 110 projects. In this way the interested people are 

loosing interest in setting ·up industries in this district (Bartaman, Nov. 

15, 2007}. 

The key criteria needed for the flourishing of the industrial sector in a 

particular region are population pattern of that region, mental and physical 

ability of the local people, sources of raw materials and obviously a solid 

market for the sale of finished products. The people of Coochbehar district do 

not show enough mental ability or rather one may say that there is a lack of 

initiative in setting up industry. During the period 1949_-and 1950, a large

scale immigration took place from East Pakistan (now Banglade~h) to 

Coochbehar. It is only after that the agriculture and industrial sector started 

to grow (Mandal;_.2006; 65-68). 

According to the Zilla Parishad, in Coochbehar district, there are. 6,125. 

handicrafts units in 5 sub-divisions. The important handicrafts units in the 

district are making toys, pottery, making goods from bamboo; garments, 

making umbrella, mat, pati, handloom, jute based products, powder, and 

distill, water etc (Mandai; 2006; 65-68). 

District Industrial Development Corporation help the locaJ people_ to 

sell their products in the market. The people:,,attached with· handicrafts can 

selL their products in different fairs through g·overnmentaL.stall;-, They; even 

· receive a loan up_ to Rs. 10, 000 with a low rate· pf interest;·; And the people · 

who are ag~d more than 60 ye_ars but attached· with the h~uJdicraffS sector for 

more .than: 10 years can get Rs. 400 monthly pension (Mandai; 2006; 65-68). 

As the district is not an advanced district in terms of industry one 

Industrial Development Centre (WBIIDc:J8
)- has been established at 

Chakchaka (4 km away from the district headquarter); The area of this 

38 West Bengal Industrial Infrastructural Development Centre. 
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WBIIDC is 131.0315 acre. Electricity, water, inter-connecting road-facilities 

are available. here. At present-there are 25 industrial units that· are operating. 

Total _769 people are employed in this WBIIDC (Chattapadhyay; 2006; 59-

64). 

Why is the rate of poverty high in Coochbehar 

district? 

Now a few words on why the rate of poverty is so high in the district. From 

the discussion that we have done so far it is not very difficult to get an idea 

regarding why is the. rate of poverty so high in Coochbehar district? We have 

already noted that in the case of industry, this area-is officially declared as a 

non-advanced zone. Few jobs have been generate_d in the industrial sector in 

this -district and all of them or most of them are mainly in the cottage or: 

small-scale industries. All the reasons that we have mentioned in this chapter. 

that are behind the lack of growth in industry are also the reasons behind 

poverty in the district. 

The government is aware of the lacuna in the district. Some of the 

important reasons are mentioned in the· official website.- The district do-:not-

. have~. good transport and; communication facilities (only·,337 villages ·out of-

113S: inhabited villages are-covered by the bus service); only~127 km railway,:. 

track· cross over . this . district.' Moreover distance between:. Kolkata and~ NCB~ 

and between Siliguri and NCB through rails takes more time~because of sJng)e: 

track line; the climate (mqstly wet) of this district is not friendly to preserve · 

or store products and 

soon(Source:http://coochoehar.gov.in/HTMfiles/cob_industry.html). 

The main source of income of the population of this district is from-
. . 

agriculture. But the percentage of cultivators to total. workers in this sector is· 

declining day by day and the percentage of agri-labour to total workers is 
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increasing. The same thing happens with the main worker and the marginal 

worker categorieSi The percentage of main worker· decreases and the 

percentage . of marginal worker·· increased. Furthermore, the; growth of· 

agriculture of this district is facing hindrances because. of some typical 

geographical and climate related problems about which we shall discuss in 

the fourth chapter. All these can also be considered as reasons behind the 

higher rate of poverty in the district. From 1991 to 2001, the total workers in 

this district increased but the percentage of main worker declined. The 

growth in the rate of marginal workers helped in the increase in the 

percentage of total worker. The net cropped· area in this district did not 

increase from 1990-91 to 1998-99. Agriculture is not very profitable it can be 

made.out· from the fact that every year suicide of farmers growing tomatoes 

and potatoes in this district is regularly, taking place. We have already talked 

about the problems related to agricultural and :industrialc sectors. But ·the 

entire lacuna relating to agriculture and industry are· important reasons 

behind poverty. Almost 3/ 4h of the total population is comprised of the SCs 

and Muslims. It has been earlier stated that the three poorest sections or 

communities are SC, STand. Muslims in rural areas. So, new development 

schemes should be introduced in this district for these sections. The per 

capita income of the districtrs population is also very low. This ·is another 

reason for the existence of higher percentage of poverty in the district. In 

1980-81, Coochbehar ranked:. 16 out of: all the/districts in Wesr:sengal: In 

2000:2001 it"ranked 13 out of.18'districts (WBHDR; 2004;_-79). 

Landlessness is one of the main reasons . behind: poverty in rural 

Coochbehar. In t~e fourth chapter:· we discuss .~bout .a findil':lg_ on-, the s.ocio

economic condition· of the rural people·. of Coochbehar, our::.survey strikingly 

found-tliat 46.75 per cent surveyed-individuals do not have any land: We will 

discuss the fin.dings of the survey in the fourth chapter whic~· will establish 

this fact There are; some related conditions like the number. of the household 

members,. number of the earning· members in that household. which also 

affect poverty condition in rural Coochbehar. This is a point that we discuss in 

the fourth chapter of our thesis. 
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